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'00 I think awhale talks?
Well, he whislles lor help
Andhe warnslriend s of danger
Wrthyip andw~h yelp.
He whines andhe chirpsand he mews andhesmacks
Andhe barks and he srcns andhe clicks andhe clacks.
Sincehis eyesaren't much good
And the wateraround
MaybelT1.lrky,al l hal,
He depends upon sound,
Sohe not only la lks (Ihough I'd needa lranslalion)
But he uses his sonar 10gel hi!l localion
Hegives bUIa squeak
Or a groanor a gnml ,
And lheechocomesback ·
And he knows whal' sln front.
II maybe a ship or a lish, Can youbeat ~ ?
Heknowswhereandwhat
Andean dodge it
Or eal i1 ,~
excerptfrom Narwhal' by RichardAmour
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The incidental entrapment in passive fishing gear 01mysttcetes. including
the humpback whale Megap tera novaeangJiae , is examined, with soeclflc
reference to the role of acoustics as a mechanism in pe rception. The acoustics
of capelin traps and other common net types involved in entrapment are
investigated.
Many marine mammals, particularly humpback whales, are incidentally
entrapped in fishing gea r in Newfoundland and Labrador inshore waters.
Explanations of these collisions are complex, and the fundamental question of
how a whale perceives a net has yet to be answered. It is clear that the whale
fails to detect the net in time to avoid it. It has been argued that the mechanism
of sound remains as the most probable primary system of orientation to targets
such as nets.
The present state of knowledge on the use of sound by baleen whales is
discusse d, including the possibility that humpback whales might possess a
crude form of echolocation. II is also shown that a potential exists for the use of
sound as a passive navigation system. Thus while humpbacks might use sound
for orientation purposes, their apparent failure to detect nets might result from
the target being acoustically cryptic.
The acoustics of a capelin (Mallotus vilfosus) trap are investigated. It was
found that capelin trap mesh produces a wide band signal, which is significantly
iv
reduced in level once the trap is filled with capeun. Acoustic damping by
schools of bail are discussed.
Capelin trap mesh produces the strongest acoustic signal. whi le larger
mesh sized cod (Gadus morhua ) trap mesh produces the least oetectabte
signature. It is shown tha t net noise production can be correlated to the drag
that a net imposes in a current. Differences in net acoustic signature are
discussed in terms of anecdotal entrapment evidence; there is a negative
correlation between probability of entrapment and the strength of acoustic
signature 01that nel lype.
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1 Introdu ction
1 1 The problem of incidental entrapment in fishing gear
Every year, between the months of May and September, the inshore
waters of Newfoundland and Labrador host a large number of baleen whales of
various species, including minke (Bafaenoptera acutorostrata ), fin (8.
physalus), sei (B. borealis ), blue (B. muscufus ) and the northern right whale
(Eubafaena glacialis ) (Lien, 1985). Of the odontocetes, sperm (Physeter
catadon), killer (Orcinus orca) , bollienose (Hyperoodon ampulfatus), and pilot
whales (G/obicepIJala me/as) are also seen, as well the smalter toothed
cetaceans such as harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena ), common
(Delphinus delphis ), white-sided (Lagenorhynchus acutus ) and white-beaked
(L. a/birostris ) dolphin, beluga (Delphinapterus /eucas ) and narwhal (Monodon
monoceros) (Lien, 1985).
By far the most common of the cetaceans present during this time is the
humpback whale, Megaptera novaeangliae (Perkins, & Whitehead, 1977). The
presence of this species in inshore waters has grave consequences on the
fisheries of Newfoundland and Labrador. A conflict arises essentially as the
result of competition between humpbacks and humans (Ue n, & Merdsoy, 1980).
The inshore movement of humpbacks to the eastern coas t of Canada is linked
10the annual spawning of a small baitfish, capelin (Mallorus viJIosus ), which is
a primary const ituent of the humpback's diet (Bredln, 1986). During the capelin
spawning season there is also a substantial land·based fishery lor cod, which
occurs in the same general locations.
The whales commonly collide with fishing nets during this period tueo.&
Merdsoy, 1980; Northridge. 1984). Introduction worldwide 01synthetic fibres in
the manufacture 01 net materials increased the strength of nets and,
consequently, the diff iculties for an animal in breaking through the net (lien,
1980). This Iactcr has increased incidental entrapmenl of cetacean s (lien,
1980). Collisio ns and entrapments damage fishing gear and creates high
financial burdens on the fishermen both in terms of repair costs and operational
'down-lime' (Lien, & Me rdsoy, 1980). Whale entrapment in Newfoundland and
labrador is often regarded as bolh a socio-eccncmtc and a whale population
impact problem (lien, Stanttcrth. & Fawcett, 1985).
12 The history of entCBprneol ;n Newfoundland and ! abrador waters
Entrapments commonly occur in two kinds 01gear - the fish trap. and the
gillnet. Fish traps basically consist of a box, usually open atthe top, where each
side is made from a panel of net mesh. A trap teader (a separate panel of net
that is attached to the shore) is used 10direct li sh into the box through one side
of the trap that has been modil ied into doors. The size of mesh that constitutes
the box depends upon the type of target scecres . in Newfound land, the two
primary target species are cod and capelin. Cod trap mesh size ranges
between 4" to 8" [10cm 10 20cm, approx.]. while caoeun traps are of a much
smaller mesh sne . approximately 0.75" [2cm, epprox.]. In both cases, the trap
leader is usually composed of a larger stretched mesh size than that in the box.
Cod traps can be further di vided into three types ; traditional, modified and
Japanese. While the traditional cod trap Is very basic in lis design, the modified
and Japanese types involve attempts to improve the internal structure of the box
section around the door area, utilizing moremesh In the construction.
Gillnets consist 01sing le panels of mesh, linked togethe r to form longer
'sets'. The depth and position in the water column whe re they are set depends
upon the target species . Gillnet mesh can be made of nylon monofilament of
varying mesh size (depending on target species, between 3~ to 8"), although the
smaller mesh nets - such as herring or salmon glilnet • are made of nylon
multifilament.
Up 10 1977, the incidental entrapment 01large whales in lishing nets In
Newfoundland and Labrador waters was not a sign ificant prob lem, either in
terms of impact on the humpback poputauon, or in cost to the fishermen (Lien, &
Merdsoy, 1960). Gear damage due to whales had probably occurred at low
levels before this (Ue n, 1980; Lien, Dong, Baraft , Harvey , & c bu. 1962).
However, as a resul t of many tactcrs . InclUding a cras h In the capeUn
population (Whitehead, & Carscadden, 1965; Whitehead, & Ue n, 1982) and an
increase in fishing ettort (Lien, & Merdsoy, 1980) • whale entrapment began to
reach significant numbers atte r this date . Uen and Merdsoy (1980) suggest that,
in 1978, repair costs to gear damaged by whales were approximately $500,000.
This figure does not include an estimate of fishing lime lost through down-time.
Reported entrapments reached a peak in 1980 of 61 animals (Lien, 1981), with
similar costs in damage. II has been shown that for !he years 1979 and 1980,
damage estimates plus losses due to fishing down-time duri ng repair were
approximated at two mil60n dollars (Uen, 1980; Lien, Stenson, & Ni. 1989c).
The number of entrapped animals decreased in 1981 to 31 animals (Lien,
1981), with the figure remaining reasonably ccnstant over the next Iew years
(Uen, etaI., 1982; Lien, Walter, & Harvey-Clark, 1985).
A second peak in ent rapments was observed in 1985 with 52 reported
animals, thought primarily to be caused by a further Increase of humpbacks
Inshore (Lien, at al., 1985). Since 1986, the number of animals reported
entrapped has stead ily Inc reased to record proportions. passing the earlier
peaks of the beginning of the decade with a total reported number of 70 animals
in 1989 (Lien. Ledwell, & Huntington, 1989b; Uen, Stenson, Todd, & NI, 1989d),
and 75 animals in 1990 (Ue n, Huntingdon, Ledwell, & Huntsman, 1990).
Uen, et al. (1989b) cit e lour possible causes for this latest increase.
These include a possible under-rep orting phenomenon in earlier years, a
redistribution of capejin, a possible increase in inshore jocat fishing effort, and a
possible increase in the popu lation of humpbacks. Data remain inconclusive
with respect to the first three 01these explanations. However , recent studies
have suggested an increase in the humpback population since 1980 01
approximately 50% (Uen, et al., 1989b, but see Whitehead, 1989), although it is
thought that the stock has yet to return to pre-whaling levels (white head, 1987).
While it is unlikely that Increases in the whale population alone can explain the
increasing trend in entrapments (Lien, et af., 1989b), it is undoubtedly a factor
that should be considered along with increases in inshore fishing enort (Uen at
al., 1990).
Damage costs caused by entrapment have persisted at relatively stable
levels. in part because of the Introduction of a Whale Release Programme in
1979 developed through the coopera tion 01 Memorial University of
Newfoundland, the Department 01 Rshe ries and Oceans, Canada, and the
Newfoundland and l abrador Department of Fisheries (lien, 1980 ; Llen, et al.,
19a9c). From 1981 to 19B7, total costs to fishermen through gear damage have
remained reasonably constant at around $100,000 per year (Lien, ledwell, &
Nauen, 1988). This ligure Is the result of gear damage only, and does not
include down-time losses. Fishermen now have access to a toll-free telephone
line through which they can request the aid of a trained team in releasing a
whale from the net. Concurrent with this, an education programme has also
been developed (Usn, & Atkinson, 1989; ue n, et af., 1985); it is now common
for fishermen to release whales from fishing gear without the assistance of the
university programme.
While the Newfoundland/labrador humpback population is apparently
robust (lien , et al.• 1989c ; Whitehead, t989 ), the preventable incidental loss of
many animals per year is clearly socially and ethically undesirable. The current
increasing trend in Newfoundland and l abrador 01collisions of whales with
fishing gear, coupled with the costs to the fishing community in times of
increasing general eco nomic recession, along with the above moral
considera tion. has created my incentive to investigate whyen tra pments occur .
andhow they can be p revented .
Ba sic b iological and behavioura l pr inciples that remai n poorly
investigatedwith respect 10the hump back must be examined if we are 10 l ind
solutio ns to the entrapm ent probl em. It is the purpose a /this t h esis to examine
one of the possible lactors that may influe ncethe rateof entrapme nt - ac ousncat
stimuli associated with fishing g ear.
1 3 Re search obje ctjves
Onecause ofco ll isions might be thelnabilily of t he whale 10detect a net.
As it can be argued t hai soun d provides the most usetut tnformaftcn for
orientat ion in a n aquatic environm ent. the acousticsof netswere investigated. It
may be postu lated that entrapm ents may occur becau se eithe r a) there is not
enough detectable acoustic in formatio n for the animal to deduce the presence
of the net. or b) there is enough accustlcallntormauon. bUIit Is bei ng ma sked by
levels of ambient noise , or c} the acoustical information is too cryptic 10be of
anyuse .
T he main purpose of this study. there/or e, was to invest i gate th e passiv e
acoustic character istics of var ious ne t Iypes, and to rel ate the lindings to the
occurrence of entrapments. A secondary stud y investig ated t h e acou stics of a
school of prey fish, to d etermine jl an 'acoustic signature' migh t be availab le for
foraging purposes.
2 perception a s a possible c ays e 01 entra pment
Th er e is no single cause for the incide ntal ent rapment 01 wha les In
fis hinggear (Donovan, & Pemn, i n press ) . Lien(1980) fa il ed 10find corre latcns
with vari o us ocea nograp h ic and g ear fa ctors, although low sample s izes in
s ome of the dala may ha ve bee n a problem in the sta tistical an alysis (Uen.
pers. com m.). One mOdel ot jhe cause lor entrapment wou ld invo lve an i nabl ~ty
to perceive thenet. Forbe s and S mock ( 1981) and Watki ns and W artzok (1985)
d em onstrate lhat very little Is know n about the pe rceptua l capabilit ies of baleen
whales
Pe rc eptual cues av ailable to a hu mpback which co uld aid in orie ntation
to nets w o uld inc lude vi sual, ch e mical and ac oustlc s timuli (Lien, To dd, &
G ui gne, 1991; Todd , Uen , Guign e , & H u nt, in prep.). O ther sens ory sys tems
m a y exist , but lhe re are little or no suppo rting data, at lea st 101' the purpo ses 01
th is review . Relia nce on a single t y pe of cue by an animal isve ry uncommon,
a nd orien tation is likely t he resu lt 01 a multi-sensory a pproach with c ertain
st imul dominant w ithin that framework (K i nne, 197 5; Norris. 1966 ) .
Eye pigmen ts in the hum pback are c oncentrated lo r a maximum
se nsitivity o f 492 nm (Forbes, & S m ock, 1981), implying a maximal respo nse 10
the shorte r waveleng ths in the vis i b le spectrum. Kinne (1975) not es that based
on neurc tcpcal evidenc e, rnys t icete v ision has greater p ot ential than
odontocele v tslcn. But visibili ty in wa ter is highly variable both in the vertical
and horizont al planes; insho re and shallow coastal waters can be particularly
ItJrbid because ofsedimentru n-of in the water. In addition, any distinct layers 01
fresh water pr esent will also impede vision (Walkins, & Goebel, 1984).
II woul d be unl ikely for a complex system 01 visua l perception to be
develop ed thr ough the pressures of natural selection whenvision in the primary
environment is so limi ted. Hu mpbacks have been shown to feed at nighl wh en
visua l perception would be particular ly restricted (Goodyear, 1983; Lien, 198 0)
suggesting th at a whale fora ging in shore would not rely on the u se of visual
percep tion as a means to locale pre y - except, perhaps, as a secondary cue
(Lian, atal.,1991;Todd, et a l., In prep. ). Inde ed, Kinne (1975) notes thai visual
cues - and th e sense of v ision in general · are less important tor marine
mammals than forthei r terrestrial equ ivalents .
22 Ch emoreceplioo
Two reception systems can be considered for processing chemical cues -
olfactory and gustato ry. Herm an and Tavclqa (1980) suggest that th e ollactory
sense in whales would be severely limited since Ihe nares would be closed for
a majority of the tlme . While Forbe s and Smock (1981) note tha t olfact ory
syste ms do exist in mysticete spec ies, it would appear th at it is much less
developed when compared to terrestr ial mammalsystems (Watkins, & Wartzok,
1985). Cave (1988)de monstr ates that in certa in cases - such as the fin whale -
theolfa ctory c hamber is unex pected ly "well organized", although he states that
morphologically, the system is designed for aerial, not aquatic, onecncn Cav e
(198B) also suggests that in surfacing the animal may be able to detect certain
chemi cals in Ihe air associated with specific prey below the surface. While
possible , it seems unlikely thai thi s mechanism would provide an exact
positioning 01 the location of the prey. The olfad ory sense. therefore, would be
an unre liable method for locating pl'ey or tor c rlentancn underwater (U en, at a/.•
1991; Todd, et al.• in prep.).
There is evidence that some odontoc etes might be capable 01taste
(gustat ory) sensitivity , although data for mysttcetes are Jacking (He rman. &
Tavolg a, 1980). On the basis 01 anatomIcal evidence, Forbes and Smock
(1981) re-atnrm the general belief that baleen whales -lack a sense of taste".
Even if ewsucetes possessed a gustatory sense. the turbulent, dynamic nature
of the near-shore makes the practical i ty of gustatory cues for precise object
orientation questionable (Lien, at al., 1991; Todd, at ai.• in prep.). However,
fishermen in Newfoundland frequently cite a correlation in increase in whale
collisions with fishing gear with cessat ion of the practice 01 'barking' nets. a
process which coaled nets with a layer of lar (Uen, pars. comm.).
w ater is an excellent propagat or of sound and, therelore, acoustic
perception would seem 10 be a llkely target fo r natural selection in developing
aquat ic orientational behaviours. Schevnt (1964) suggests that marine
organisms will adopt sound sensory p rocesses when vision will not serve (see
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also Norris 1966). Forbes and Smock (t 981) note that audition is the most
significant sense for marine mammals , Kinne (1975) separates the d istinction
between activ o and passive acoustica l orientati on In stating that,
"Passivetacscnar (orlentatlonal healing) compromisespercepllon and Interprelat ion
of a rT'blent soundslor Objecl localization and lecognllion; Ihe acousticcuesmay be
sounds generaled by tile object Uselfor environmenlal noises renectecby iI, Active
bto scnar is based on lhe reflection or specific sell -generaled acousuc energy by
lor aign objects: Ihe echo received info rms lhe sound producer about presence.
erecnc n. distance, size,shapeandother characteristics01an object"
For reasons 01 practicality, very lillie work has investigated humpback
whale perception with in the acoustic sense per S8 , and in the absence of
sufficien t data among mysticete species regarding perception, one inevitab ly
draws parallels from the odontocele family. While there may be som e value in
making equivalencies, these models hold obvious di sadvantages b ecause 01
the m orphological and physiological differences between the two Ia mlja s. In
making such comparisons, of prime im portance Is the fact that mystlcet es have
not be en shown 10 echolccate in situations where the use 01 echolocation
would be beneficial (Beamish, 1977; Beamish, 1978). However, this premise is
based on limit ed liel d data that attempts to examine a behavio ur that is
extrem ely difficu llto investigate.
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2 4 Active acoust ics ·the "'on!royersy of m Ysfjcf!te echolocatio n
Desp ite the fad that it has ye t 10be sh own de finitively that balee n whales
cannot ecncccete, the altitudeadoptedby the scientific community is generally
one 01sce pt icism. However , very little can be deducedfro m available evid ence
regarding echolocationability, as tittle 01th e researchdone has focused on a
detai led ana lysis at allt act crs involved . The argumen t that mysticetes ca n not
echolocate was sum marized by Beamish (1977: 1978), following an in situ
experiment involvi ng a maze and a tethe red hum pback. The design of this
experiment had seriousflaws. The animal was under severe stress, and the
experiment involved a sample size of one animal that had been previously
caught in a net Even given the quest ionab le valid ity of this experiment. it now
seem s ge nerally accepted that mysticet e a do not echolocate. There are,
however, o ther reports mat suggest an echol ocation abitity does exist, as listed
below.
2.4.1. 1'iigh frequency" echolocatio n
Beamish (1970), and Beamish and M itchell (1971; 1973) pos tulated the
existence of certai n operat ional frequenc ies deve loped through evolution ary
selection pressures by ind ividual whale spec ies according to the size of pr ey
species. My slicetes do not genera lly forag e on ind ividual prey but on scho ols
and therefore would not require the ability to resolve target s to the same ex tent
as odontocete species . II can be argued th at lhe mechanistic deve lopment of
the freque ncy response 01 bio logical sonar would be phylogene ti cally
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constrai ned by the size of the prey upon which the whale foraged . When asking
the question 'do mysticetes echctocate?', one should not expect the answer to
be based upon some form 01 odontocele echolocation model. Direct
comparisons between the two models in this sense should not be made.
Wino and Perkins (1976), Thompson, Wino and Perkins (1979) , and
Chabot (1985) have reviewed mysticete vocali zations and find evidence for
high frequency echolocation inconclusive . For at least six species (gray, blue,
fin , set, minks and humpbackwhales) a record e xists of click-type vocalizations
thai may be suitab le for echolocation, o n average within the range of 1 to 10
kHz (the fin, minks and blue whales are reported to have higher frequency
emissions above 20 kHz). A seventh species, Bryde's whale (8 . eden;), has
been reported (by Beamish, & Mitchell, 1973) to produce a short-pulse-length
click-traln , although no recording was made (Thompson, et al. , 1979). They
correctly conclude, however, that clear, rigorous experimental procedure must
be applied before calegor ically coupling certain rnystlcete vocalizations and
or ientation mechanisms.
There are some observati ons which suggest humpback s may
echolocate. at least under some circumsta nces . Beamish (1979) recorded a
series of clicks with a peak frequencies of 2.0 and 2.1 kHz, along with cnu
occurrence of a click train with a peak frequency of 8.2 kHz. Wino, Beamish, and
Perkins (1979) summarize the humpback sound recordings made by Beam ish
(1977; 1978; 1979 ). Utile reference is made to the click-like vocalizations made
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by the humpbacks in these cases, although they do admitlhe possibility of an
echolocation function to these vocalizations.
Lien and Storey (1967) report a single case where an ice entrapped
humpback issued click-trains similar to 'primitive terrestrial echolocators' when
surfacing up through a polyna. During daylight hours, the isolated humpback
could presumably orientale to an ice hole using light contrast cues; no click
trains were record ed during this time. However, during night-time the absence
01such cues appeared 10 prompt a different orientation system. In each of the
three moves between polynas recorded at night. click trains of frequency range
between 20·400 Hz were recorded previous 10 surfacing in a new polyna (Uen.
pers. comm .). Analysis 01the trains revealed an increase In click rate towards
the end 01 the train, similar to dolphin click· trains w here a focussi ng effect
occurs as the animal approaches the target (Goodson, & K tinowska, 1991;
Goodson, Klinowska, & Bloom. in prep.).
Norris (pe rs. com m.) report s a similar reCOrding of such c lick-trains in the
presence 01 a humpba ck which became trapped in a n estua ry in Ca lifornia.
Prior to its movement under the bridge, the whale was report ed to make low
frequency rich pu lses. After some time, the whale moved betwe en the pilings ,
successfully navigal ing the gap in spite of the turbid cond ition of the wa ter. To
quote Norris, -it was obvious thai the whale detec ted the bridge, and that it was
able to find the cp enlnq through it", However, Ncr rls also notes that it is difficult
to correlate the whale's vocalizations with orienta tion. a lthough it is obvious that
'4
Humph rey navigated with some precis ion in the absence of vision (Norris. pers.
comm).
2.4.2. "Low frequency- echolocation
In the absence of more substantial evidence. it has been assumed that
humpba cks do not echolocete (Watkins. & Wartzo k, 1985) # at least not In the
same manner as cdc ntccetes • and musl therefore rely on other means 10
perceive the environment. Given the above arg uments concerning insullicient ,
and sometime s Inappropriate . experimentation on mysticete echolocation
potential, a further possibility remains for baleen whales do utilize sound
actively in orie ntation. As noted by Thompson et o.f. (1979), some mysucctes
may possess the ability 10use the echo es 01their various low Irequency sound
product ions. Norris (1969 ) notes when referring 10 echolocation signals that -a
very wide variety of sounds may well be use ful.... there is no a priori way of
saying what sounds are or are net used for echolocation". In the field 01human
perce ption at least, it has been shown that blind peop le poss ess an abi61y to
use v arious deliberat e voca liza tio ns and non-vocalizations to detect the
presence or absence of a target (Rice , 1966 ; Rice, Feinstein. & Schuste rman.
1965). Importan tly, Hic e (1966) notes that blind people may use forms of echoes
produced by ambi ent no ise reflected from surface areas 01targets . Yet humans
have not deve loped an echolocation system per 58 ; in this particular case they
have enhanced a mechanism already available to them .
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The use 01such low frequency, 'infrasonic' signals in communication has
beendemonstratedfor terrestrial counterpartsof the whale - the low frequency
calls of Asian and African elephants serve to communicate over substantial
distances, where higher frequency calls would be rapidly attenua ted (Payne ,
Langbauer, & Thomas, 1986). These animals have developed a repertoire of
calls. especially noticeable in the inf rasonic range, with fundamental
frequencies of between 14 - 35 Hz (Poole, Payne, Langbauer, & Moss, 1988);
playback of these sounds to subjects have elicited responses that suggest
potential orientational significance to the calls (langbauer. Payne, Chari!, &
Thomas, 1989). The properties 01 infrasonic signals underwater would infer
great potential fo r use in orientation. because low frequency sound does not
attenuate as rapidly as high frequencies.
Patterson and Hamilton (1964) speculated that the so-called 20 Hz cycle
01the lin whale (as recorded by Schevlll, Walkins, & Backus. 1964) might have
an orientational function. This view has been shared by other authors (Norris,
1966; Payne, & Webb, 1971; Schevill, 1964; but sea Evans. 1967).11has been
noted that such pulses might be used to discriminate major targets, such as sea
floor and sea surface. or even dense schools of prey (with resolution limited to
the length of the wavelength used). However, it has also been sug~ested that
the calls might more likely serve a reproductive function (Watkins, Tyack. Moore,
& Bird. 1987).
Certain authors have suggested an ortentatlve function to low frequency
vocali zations in other species , inclUding the humpba ck (Airape t'ya nts, &
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Konstantinov, 1973: Kinne. 1975; Herman. & 'ravotqa. 1980; Moore. 1979;
Winn. & Winn, 1978 ).
Bowhead whales (Sa/sena mysticetus ) may utilize the reverberations 0'
their low trequency vccaaeaticns to detect ice cover at the sea surface {Clark.
1990a ; Ellison. Clark. & Bishop, 1987; George. C lark. Carroll. & Ellison. 19B9}.
Ellison et al. (1987) developed a model in which they predict that relatively
thick, rough ice would produce a reverberation (from a 'representative'
bowhead vocalization) 20 dB grealer than that from a patch of thin tce . a
difference certainly detectable to the human ear using a hydrophone system.
Field observations (George , et al., 1989) indicate circumstantially Ihal
bowheads do avoid areas of thicker ice cover, although they note visual cues
are probably also a component in this behaviour. Bowhead vocalizations are
typically low frequency; such reverberations would result in a low resolution
detect ion system. In addition, no attempt was made to account for the
directionality of the signal, thus limiting the ccaj zatlon of the reverberation.
These limitations may not be a factor if rough or thin ice accumulates in large
patches.
2.4.3. Echolocation in the context of an ocontccete model
It is becoming evident that odontocete entrapment may not be the result
of an inability to perceive targets in the ocean environment (for an overall
review, see Donovan, & Perrin, in press). Using a sonar equation model, it has
been shown that odontocetes are capable of resolving targets of even lower
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target srrenqin (TS)than net panels (Au. 1990: Au. & Jones. 1969; Au, & Jones.
in press), using a high frequency, 120 kHz beam. Au's (in prep .) model shows
thai for a source level (SL) cUckol l~O dB, a g illnet remains 90% detectable at
distances of 10 ·1 5 m, even a llowing for high levels of ambient noise. Such a
model assumes a perpend icula r approach to the net. The TS of a net wi ll vBry
with angle of app roach (Goodso n, pets . comm.).
In summary. the high resolution of dolphin sonar is directly linked to the
high frequency, short wavelength echoloca tion clicks produced. This resolution
seems to surpass the necessary requirements to detect nets. Jl mysticete
echolocation exists, it Is probably low frequency In nature, and thus onry
capable 01 much poorer resolution; nets may not be detectable by 'mysecete
echolocat ion', if it exists. Kinne (1975) suggests that,
"The(acoustic) cuesprembiobgicaRy InducedreverberationS)maybe 01reslric!iW or
no valle lor Iocalingo seete objed s, but they may be superiorto Ihe delphidsonar
for Iong-dislance navigation (Iocalion 01 large tood-organlsm aggregations and
breeding places, gross assessment 01 wafer properties) and long-distance
commun(':l:iOO amongcon-specifics'
2 5 Atte ntjon and jnternrela !ion aspects of percept ion
If whales are cap able of detecting targets, as suggested for the sma ller
cetaceans by various authors (Au, 1990; Au, in prap.: Au , & Jones, 1989; Au, &
Jones. in pre ss), collisions may be due to the lack of attentlc n or correct
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interpretation of a target cue (Nelson, 1991). Humpback and minke whales are
commonly observed swimming In close proximity 10 gear without becoming
entang led. Such observations strongly suggest that at least in some casas, the
whale is aware of the net's presence. Although an animal may be capable of
perceiving a target such as a net, this is no guarantee that a) the animal will
notice the target in lime 10 elicit an escape response, or b) the animal will
Identify the target as 'a barr ier' or as something dangerous.
It has been noted that dolphins do not constantly emil echolocation
signals (for example, see Dawson,in prep.; Dawson, in press; Goodson. atar..
in prep .: Nelson, 1991). 10 the absence of constan t environmen tal interroga tion,
it may therefore only be chance that allows the dolphin to avoid collisions. Also,
if the animal Is foraging in the vicinity 01nets, the 'lock-in ' hypothesis (Goodson ,
& Klinowska, 1991 : Goodson, at al., In prep.) suggests a type of acoustic gate
del iberately excludes all echoes except those direc tly related to the target being
monito red. Thus, while in pursu it of a prey item, the dolph in may concentrate lts
sensory processes on the assessment 01 prey location, excluding all other
envi ronmental informational cues (Goodson, & Klinowska , 199 1; Goodson , ot
al., in prep.] . Although stray echoes may result from reflections on a net in the
vicinity, such information would be filtered out by the interpretation system olthe
do lph in . That Is, whi le the do lphin receives information concerning the
environmen t, it will only use input that is related to the immediate task that it is
performing.
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Interpre tational proces ses may also be a facto r. The concept of a barrier
is probably fairly unfamiliar to cceenc species(Au, & Jones, in press). Goodson
(pers . camm.) sugge sts thaI because of the nature of a do lphi n echoloca tion
beam, a net would appear as a series of ~ny 'sparkling' reflectlons" • an echo
not characteristic 01 more solie::! objects. Other acoust ica lly sim ilar barriers 01
comparable target strength would include beds of seaweed, argal blooms.
curtains 01 fine bubbles, or even just strong volume reverberationsuch as the
Deep Scatlering Layer (Au , & Jones. in press; Good son , pars . cam m.), which
present no obvious danger to a whale. Norris (1969) further documents that
there is likely "a large learned component in all echolocation behaviour...
creatures in clear seas may use their systems in quite different ways compared
10 animals inhabiting tidal flats and muddy bays".
Mortality as a resu lt 01 entrapment is more common In the smaller
cetaceans than in the larger baleen whales. A fatal encounter with a net would,
of course, terminate the learning process for that individual. It is not known how
many dolphins simply collide and escape entrapment without human aid. Wllh
the larger whale species some potential for a learning curve remains, as the
whale can often break through the net. Working on these premises. Uen (1980)
developed various types of acoustical alarm that were attached to nets so that
humpbacks might learn to associate such sounds with the presence of a net in
the vicinity. The 'beeper' alarm (Lien, 1980) has been used in Newfoundland
waters consistently for the past decade. although the results of this alarm
programme are difficult to assess given the low sample sizes in the statistical
design of the experiment (Lien, 1980; Lien, et al., 1991; Todd, & Nelson, In
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prep.). A new des ign of alarm is now ongoing (inventors: GUigne, Lien, and
Guzzwell) utilizing cheap, available materials, and prelimina ry tests are
proceeding (Lien, 1990; Lien. Verhulst. Huntsman, Jones, & Seton, in prep.),
using a large database of fishermen to test alarms in situ on traps. Many
researchers have conducted various other investigations into the effectiveness
of both active and passive net alarms. Resurts from these programmes ate
generally inconclusive, for a variety of reasons (Todd. & Nelson, in prep.).
26 Pa ss ive acoustics , 8ljs le njog "
The nature of sound waves in a fluid environment demands thai long-
range acoustics be mainly confined 10 high-intensity lew-frequency signals.
There are few data on mysticete hearing sensitivity (Dalheim, & Ljungblad,
1990; Ridgeway, & Carder, 1983); in the absence of direct evidence one is
forced to use other means of assessing mysticete audition. One method of
characterizing mystce te acoustic perception assumes that the frequency range
of auditory sensitivi ty can be correlated to the freque ncy r::.lnge of
communication signals produced by that animal. Such a pattern has been
shown in certain terrestrial species (Payne, & Webb, 1971).
wat kins and Wartzok (1985) summarized that humpbacks produce
Mwidely variable tonal and pulsed sounds with fundamentals from 30 to 3000
Hz". Chabot (1985) reviewed sound production of humpbacks in Newfoundland
waters and classified 13 different classes of sound types, the majority of which
were thought to be vocalizations. Non-vocal behaviour such as breaching,
2 1
lob!alling and flipper slapping all carry acoustic components and may aid
animals to keep in acoustic contact when visual contact is not possible
(Herman. & Tavotqa, 1980; Whitehead, 1985; but see Dalheim, Fisher, &
Schempp, 1984). There is also evidence that 'bubbling' - the exha lation of air
bubb les from the nares when either partially or totally submerged - might also
be a significant auditory form of communication (Herman , & Tavolqa. 1980).
Whether intentionally produced or not , bubbles (as they resonate at thei r natural
frequency) are a sourceof soundIhat mightbe utilized by an animal. There also
remains accounts of so-called ' wneazy blows", apparently executed
deliberately (Watkins, 1967).
Species capab le of such complex forms of communication must be
proficient in some rudimentary auditory perception. Norris (1966) comments that
from available evidence, cetaceans in general are "excellent passive listeners
of water-borne sound". The various 'playback' experimen ts that have been
performed on humpback and gray whales (Dalheim, & l jungblad, 1990; Mobley
Jr., Herman, & Frankel, 1988; Tyack, 1983; Tyack, Clark, & Malme, 1983) Infer
the ability in some baleen whales to discriminate and react to particular sounds.
Remarking on the sensltlvlty of mysticetes 10the acoustic environment , Herman
and Tavolga (1980) suggest that based on the
"retalivety low upper timilS01tnerrvocajzanon range. themssuceiesprobably lackIhe
the very high-lroquencyhearing capabilities 01the cdcntocetes but, on lhe same
basis,mayhearwell intothelowsonicor inlrasonk:regions"
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There is strong evidence to suggest that sound may play an important
role in the orien tation mechanisms of a humpback, through the reception and
interpretation of acoustic cues from the environment. Such cues can be
produced by targets in a variety of ways, either in an activeor passivesense.
However, for such cues 10 be of any use at a distance, they wou ld have to be
low frequency, 10 minimize problems 01absorption losses to signal energy. In
addition, they must be high enough in source level to dominate over local levels
of ambie nt noise. In turn, the utilization of low frequency acoustic cues by a
humpback would depend not only upon sensitivity to low frequencies , but also a
knowledg e of the behaviour of thaI signa l in a given environment. In the account
by Norris of the estuary entrapped humpback (pers. comm.), it has been noteJ
that water noise tram the bridge might have been used as a cue for orientation .
In this case , the acoustic cue would be low frequency in nature ; there would
also be atten uation, backscatte r and reflectivity aspects of the signal that would
have to be examined before clearly defining the bridge noise as an aco ustic
cue .
2 7 Qrientation and aco!!stjcs
To summarize thus far, one cause of entrapment would be based upon
an inabili ty of the whale to detect the net. Very lillie is know n about the
orlentatlcnal abilities 01humpbacks, although it seems likely that acoustic cues
playa dominant role in orienta tion underwater. Poss ible acoustic mechanisms
for orientat ion include echolocation, incidental reverberation, and listening.
There is little co nclus ive ev idence that humpbacks can echo locate or use
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reverber ations otthetr vocaliza tions . Typically they are silent in the vicini ty of
fishing nels and yet, in most cases, avoid them, even under minimal light
conditions.Use 01 acousticcues In a directionalhearingcontext remainsas a
potential means lor orientation, although it is yet to be demonstrated thaI this is
done.
While lt has been shown that net mater ials ca n be detected wi th act ive
blosonar . It is nol known whethe r nets can be perceived in a pass ive sense. No
in/ormation Is as yet available on net 'self-nclsc', or how such noise might
Interact within the environment to produce an acoustic cue. It Is logical,
therefore, to first examine the acoustic nature of nets, and to examine their
potential as targets which can be localized through orientauve processes.
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3 1 The measurement of ceeelin traps and bait in sitll
Field work was done in St. Phillip's, Concept ion Bay, Newfoundland,
Canada . The srte was chosen lor its close proximity to the University, and
becauseit was a knowncaoeenfishingarea. In co-operationwilh a local fishing
crew, a capelln trap was acousticallymonitored over the period of the capelio
fishing season (17/06/89 to 24/06189). Results were then analyzed digitally,
using specially written computer programmes 10compare acoustic spect ra.
3.1.1. Apparatusused
Capelio traps consist of a moored square frame of ropes and floats, from
which is hung a box of dense mesh (4 em approximate stretched mesh size).
open at the top . The side facing shore is not closed off, but flanked by two doors
allowing fish to enter the trap. A length of net of coarser mesh (12.5 em
approximate stretched mesh size), termed the 'leader', links this facing side to
the shore , and acts to divert migrating caoeun schocre which travel along the
shoreline into the box of the trap . To haul the trap, the two doors are closed, and
the box is gathe red in to a point so that the fish can be removed with a dip net.
To help haul the net, a 'spanllne' is connected between the middle of the
back panel and the door panel. II was to this line that a sensitive hydrophone
(BrOe! and Kjaer , type 8101) was connected at a distance of 4 m from the back
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of the net, and 5 m directly downwards from the spanl ine. so thaI it was
positioned appro ximately in the centre altha trap (see Figure 1). The location oJ
the hydrophone inside the trap provided conven ient acce ss to sounds being
produced both by the net and by targets contained within the net. It was
assumed that sounds produced by net and cont ained targets would be cmnl-
di rect ional.
A 100 m length 01 blocked waterproof cable , fixed along the spannne.
connected the hydropho ne 10 the moni tori ng syste m. A 16 m length 01 PVC pipe
(5 em Interna l diameter) was used to protectthe cable in the intertidal zone. A
receiver (BrOel and Kjaer 8 channel ml .lIill lexer. type 2811), charg e amplif ier
(Bn1el and Kjae r. type 2635), and analog tape recorder (Hewlett Packard
Instrumentation recorder 3964A) comp leted the measuring equipment used.
Recordings were made on Scotch 3M tape . Append ix A lists tech nical
specifications of the equipment used.
3.1.2. Data collection
11 was decided after pnct experimentation that a series of five minute
recordings would be sullicien t lor a representati ve sound sample. External
factors which might inl luence acoustics were logged, Inc luding sea state, wind
speed and direction, and general weather conditions. In addition, a photograph
was taken dally 01a standard view across the bay, to confirm sea conditions -
environmental conditions did not vary sUfliciently beyon this to warrant a more
detailed examination .
Illustration of the positioning 01the hydrophone within a
typical capelin trap.
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For seven days during the cape6n season, a series of 5 min. acoust ic
recordings of the trap were made at ap proximately 30 min. intervals. In addition.
just before fishermen arrived 10 empty the net, a feading was taken (de signated
as the 'pre-haur mea surement). Once the net was hauled. a final reading was
taken (designated as the ' pcst-haur" measurement). It was possible to ccnect
six separate pairs at pre-haul and post-haul readings for me same trap. The
fishing crew provid ed information on the weight 01 fish taken. and an
approxima te measure of the gender ratio with in the sc hool.
3.1.3. Data analysis
Data was initially collected in an an alog fo rmal. Sub sequent 10 the
record ings, analysis 01 dala was performed through a digitizer (Dalatab
DL1200) on a computer. The environmental log was used 10 select areas of tho
recording which did not have irregUlar noise influences · such as boat engines ·
as part of the record. Digital data was sto red on high density llop py disc.
Several compa rat ive analyses were then perfo rmed to interpret data.
Recordings were initially presented in two lormats • as a time series graph
(amplitude versus ti me), and as a spectra l composition (amplitude versus
frequency). The sp ectral composit ion grap h was furthe r divided into a
bandwidth between 0 • 10 kHz, in addition to a bandwidth that specifically
detailed the 0 • 1 kHz region (although it should be noted that the equipment
used was not capable of recording infrasonics) .
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For data analys is, two programmes were speci fica lly written (by P. Hunt,
e-CORE) to aid in the interpretation of results, using the spectra l composit ions.
The first, a se mblance programme, was designed to add spectra together, with
the result of enhanc ing any co mmon frequency, and reduci ng the strength of
any random constituents of the spectra. A second, a subtraction programme,
was designe d 10 sub tract spectra from each othe r, thus removing the
frequencies of one spect rum from another. Both of these programmes made use
of a commo nly available spread sheet programme (Lotus 1-2-3) to manipulate
liles in graphical formal.
To obtain an average spectrum of the sound of an empty net, a
sembla nce progra mme was used on all the post-haul spectra . Simila rly , to
obta in an average spec trum of the sound of a full cacenn trap, a semblance
programme was used on all the pre-haul spectra. It should be noted that both of
these semblances contained ambien t aco ustic noise. Therefo re, t he
semblances obtained we re representations of the acoustics of a net in a specific
environment.
Finally . to separa te out the contribution that the capelin were making to
the pre-haul spectra, a subtract ion prog ramme was used to subt ract the post-
haul semblance (that of the empty net and envi ronmental noise) from the pre-
haul spectra (that of the net, environmental noise , and the capelln). As the time
each day between pre - and post-hau l was relatively sho rt, it was assumed that
envi ronmental condi t ions wou ld remain reasonably co nstan t, as wo uld
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environme ntal noise. Therefore the resu lting spectra from the s ubtraction would .
in theory , represent the effect of the cece an alone.
3 2 The measqrement 01differeD!net panels insitu
A mooring sys tem was designed and Installed approximately 150 m
offshore. at 10m depth in Conception Bay. Samples 01dltte rant wpes of net
panel were cut to a standard size for the moo ring. A hy drophone was used 10
record the aco ustic cha racteristics of t hese net panets . T hen. as above , results
were analyzeddigitally usingspecially designed data analysis programmes.
3.2.1. Apparat us used
The mooring syste m consisted of a main riser of nylon ro pe, em in length
and anchored with a heavy we ight (approx 60 kg ). This riser was also buoyed
with a large float which remained approximately 2 m below the sur1ace at 'ow
tide. From thIs rope, three guide j nes were attached to a further three anchors
(60 kg each) spaced as a tripod to stabilize the lrame (see Figure 2). The
absence of metal in construc tion ot the frame was deliberate, to prevent
unwanted noise.
A hoop of sealed PVC plastic piping 16 m In c ircumference was fiKed
centrally over the mooring. At 1 m intervals around the circumference 01the
hoop, fifteen lengths of hanging twine were attached, each 2.5 m long. When
The hanging fram e system designed to test net self
no ise of variou s type s of me sh. Exper imental
samples were hung in a cylinder fashion around the
central bu oy.
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hung Irom these tw ines. th e net samples tormed a cy linder 01 16 m in
circu mferenc e. hangi ng approximate ly 2 m from the su rface.
RnaUy . a hydro phone (B rOer and Kjaer, type810 1) was clamp ed onto the
main riser of the moo ring, 5 m from t he sea flo or, using an aluminium frame (s ee
Figu re 2). E xc ess slack in th e hydro phone ca ble was taped to the mooring to
prevent noise Irom its moveme nt.an d the remainder 01 the cable was laidalong
the sea floor 10the sh ore, usi ng a leng th of PVC pip ing to p rotect it across the
intert idal zone. The electronic equ ipment used to record signals from the
hydrophone was the sameas detailed in Section3.1.1.
Seven di fferen t sample s of typi cal net twines w ere tested, inc luding fo ur
types 01cod trap mesh (0.10 , 0.16 . 0.21, and 0.23 m stretched mesh size.
labe lle d ct , C2, c3, and c4) . one type of m ultifilam ent herring/salmon gillnet
(0.17 5 m stretched me sh size , labe lled h1), one ty pe of m o nofilament ny lon
gillnet (0.245 m stretc hed me sh size, laoelled gl ) and a one type of c apean trap
mesh (0.020 m stretc hed mes h, dl ). The samples were CL1l int o panels 16 m in
lengt h and 3 .5 m in depth. S o tha t they would hang corr ectly in the water
colum n, the p anels w ere spe cificall y CUIat a hanging ralio o f 50%; t hat Is, two
mesh e s per u nit mesh length (see Appendix B for d etails o f calcu la ti ons). Cut
pane ls were then atta ched to a buoy a nt top rope (w it h 0.2 m oblong floats ti ed
at 5 m interva ls), a le aded bottom ro pe, and two ne u trally buoyant sid e rop es,
using f ishing twine.
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3.2.2. Data collect ion
Net panels were suspended from the hanging Irame system (see Figure
2). The longitudinal j oin in the cyli nder (formed by the two ends 01 the net panel)
was stitche d toget he r once the net was in place by a diver. A fina l inspectio n by
the diver checked tha t the net sample w as hanging co rrectly and not inte rfering
with any of the mooring frame ropes.
Measurements consisted of two 5 min. readings, 30 min. apart. laken
befo re the addit ion of the net to the mooring, and two 5 min. readi ngs taken with
the net attached to the rnco-tnq system, againspacedby an intervalof 30 min..
Th e first pair of read ings serve d as a cont rol, Incluotnq environmental acoustic
condi tions at th at speci fic time. and sert-nclse created by the hanging frame
system . The second pair of read ings served as the experimental readings of the
net. Because measure ments wou ld be influenced by envi ronme ntal con ditions
on the day, a log was also kept, as desc ribed in Section 3.1.2.
Following the final recording, the net was retrieved and dr ied so thai its
phy sical characteristics could b e noted . These included stre tc hed mesh size
(recorded as an ave rage of ten different reading s take n random ly Irom the net
pa nel), twine diameter (again, an average 01ten separate readin gs), mass per
unit area, and exposed area per unit area (effectively a measure of the "solidity~
of a net; for details, see Appendix B).
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3 .2 .3. Data analysis
As described in Sect ion3.1 .3. data was collected in analog format as two
se parate files ' a time series , and a spectral compositio n. Itwa s then d igitized
and interp reted w ith the a id of th e semb lance a nd subt raction p rogram mes as
de scribed previo usly. Areas of th e recording we re chosen th at had as tittle
irreg ular noise interl erence asposs ible.
For each net sample. Ihe s embla nce programme was us ed to c ombine
the control pair o f measurements and t he expe rimenta l set of measure ments
separately. The subtractio n program me w as Ihen used to subtract Ihe spe ctral
co mposit io n of th e control semb lance f rom the experimental semblan ce. As
both control and experime ntal m easurem ents were taken in a b riel lim e span,
du ring whi ch time environmental concil io ns remained rela tively constan t. II was
co ns idered that s uch a subtraction wo uld rem ove tho enviro nmental noise
presen t. alo ng with any system se lt-nclse , effectively Iso lating the noise of the
net panel alone. Thus an aco ustic s pectrum was construc ted fo r each
expenmen tat net panel.
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41 T h e aCOI /slic $ of capel;" tr aps and bail
Data are presen ted In chronol ogical ord er, o n a daily basis for the six
days th at were sampled. In each case, a series of recordings before nat haUling
are given as a qualitat ive description altha acoustic environm ent that day. The
majorit y of analysis w as perfo rmed on the pen ultimate and final recordings for
that se ries - the pre -haul and po st-haul recordings. Hauling dales and
duratio ns, size 01catch and gen der rat io of catch are given in Table 1 . Only on e
example of a series of recordings is illustrated here, although a ll days are
describ ed. A fu ll record for a ll other series in the experiment is presented in
AppendixC.
Four important points ehoud b e considered when interpreting the data.
First, wh ile a ce pelln trap is un likely to fill instantaneously with bait, there is no
way to readily quantify the rate 01filling of the net. Therefore, the only Instances
when a sound record ing can be corr elated to a specific amo unt ot fish In th e
trap are in the pre-haul and pos t-haul recordings. The hauling process does not
guarante e a 10 0% yie ld of the fish that were in the net; some Inevitably escape
through thedoo rs on hauling.
Second, the hydrophone used (a~houg h calibrat ed) was not referenced
to a pa rticular source level. Th e sneers of instrument gain have been remove d
in the digitizati on proce ss, so that the spectra reported here are refe renced to
3 7
each other. This action permits direct comparisonbetween various recordings.
but referenced sourcelevels can not be quoted.
Third. someallowances must be made for unique noise characteristics.
because of the location 01the experimental si te . Speci fically, the presence of an
underwater power cable in the near vicintiy cre ated a 60 Hz spike in m ost of the
recordings made. The power cycle is also evidenl in some of the time series
presented. as a regular sine wave. While this couldbe removed 10some extent
by subtraction programmes, the nature 01 a power cycle (that is, AC current)
meant that its influence could never be totall y elJminalert from a spectrum. It
should also be recogniz ed that the power cycle was powerful enough to crea te
a reasonably distinct set of harmonics. delectable at least up to 300 Hz. It is
acknowledged that the use 01hlgh·pass r. ~ers might have, in part. reduced the
overall influence 01 the power cycle on the spectra laken. However , it was
considered important thai the low frequency spectrum be recorded, especially
as It wa s expected that an useful acou stic cue, it present at aU, would be low
frequency in nature.
Finally, at east for the pre-analysis ligures (Figures 3. and C1 to el l) , an
auto-scale facility within the digitlzation p rogramme meant that while all
signatu res are plotted on the same relative scale, the range that is actually
plotted differs between spectra. The main reason for this Is because 01the
highly variable strength of the power cycle prevalent in the bay. Care should
therefore be taken In analyzing the plot s given in followingligures.
Table 1. Characte ristics of haul, including weight and gender ratioo f
catch.
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Day Number Date Haul
Approx. Mass of catch Genderratio.
duratio n of (kg) as % fe males
haul (hrs)
1 18106/89 1.5 3765 49
2 19/06 /89 1.5 4400 42
3 20106189 1.0 4620 68
4 22/06 /89 1.0 6175 51
5 23/06/89 1.0 4875 64
6 24/06 f89 1.0 4355 35
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4. 1.1 . Pre-an alysis recordings
A se ries of five recordings are presen ted in Figure 3. representinga total
monitored time of five hours. Weather conditions consisted of a light sout h-
west erly wind, some occasional light precipi ta tion (a lthough not
during the recordings), and a sea-sta te 011 (as defined by the Interna tional Sea
Sca le). As this was the first day that the tr ap had been set in the water, it is
assumed tha tt he very first recording (Figu re 3a), taken immediately once the
fishe rman' s boat had returned 10the harbour, was 01an emp ty tra p . Howe ver,
the re were a lready capelln In the area, easil y visible Irom the shoreline .
The second sample (Figure 3b) was followed by a diver's inspectio n of
the net. Th e diver reported that the net appeared 'full' at thi s time. Subseque nt
recordings prior to hauUng (Figure ac. d) rev eal spectra similar on a gross scale
(that is. the signatur es 01the netdid no! usua lly exte nd beyond 1.5 kHz. with the
signal con sisting 01 low f requencie s). F ig ure 3d represe nts th e pre-h aul
spectrum. Th e post-haul spectrum is illtJstra ted in Figure 39 . It can be seen that
this final recording in the series is SUbstanti ally noisi er, panicularty in the rang e
100 Hz to 300 Hz. Beyond 1.5 kHz , the signal Is flal and low In amplitude . It
should be noted that seastate did increase s lightly over the series (swell period
increased f ro m approximately 0.7 m to 1 m).
For Day 2, a set 01six recordings, taken ove r a period of four hours. are
presented in Figure C1. Weatherco nditions for this day cons isted of occasional
ligh t rain, a ligh t southerly wind, and a se a-state 01 1. Wind and
EilIllm..a
Acousticrecordings fromthe capefin trap on Day 1. Upper
graph illustrates a time series taken over a sampled sums
section . Middle graph illustra tes a frequency composit ion
from a Hz to 10 kHz. Low er graph illustrates the same
frequencycomposition lor low frequencies (0 Hz • 1 kHz).
All y-axisare plaited in relative units. Recordings presented
were taken at (approx.); a) 1200 hrs. b) 1300 nrs. c) 1335
nrs . d) 1405 hrs (pre-haul) and e) 1700 hrs (post-haul).
Note that no low frequency spectrum was available for 1200
hrs.
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sea-state conditions decreased slightly over the series. The evidence 01
precipitation is clearly shown in two recordings 01the series (Figure Ota. b).
These same two recordings illustrate spectra that exceed 3 kHz. likely a direct
result of precipitation causing a noisier spectrum. Recordings made in the
absence 01precipitation (Figure C1e. d. e) are more typical 01 recordings made
previous ly. The pre-haul spect rum is presented in Figu re Ore. while the post-
haul spectrum Is shown in Figure elf. A compari son 01these tatter two spectra
demonstrates that the post-haul recording Is noisier (despite decreasing
weather conditions), especially in the range between100Hz and 500 Hz.
A series of three record ings are availabl e for Oay Three (see Figure C2),
representing approximately 1.5 hours of monitoring time. Temporary equipment
fa ilure prevented fun her rec ord ing . Weat her cond ition s included a light
southerly wind. some occasional heavy rain. and a calm sea (wi th some scaling
- sea-stale 0). The presence of precipitation in the first and last recordings of the
series is evident in the noisier spectra (Figure C2a. c). ranging above 3 kHz .
The record ing made whe n there was no precipitation (Figur e C2b ) is more
typical of those taken previously. A pre-haul spectrum is shown in Figure C2c.
although no post-haul spectrum is available for this series.
Good recording conditions permi tted a detailed series of recordings on
Day 4; a set of ten samples are shown in Figure C3, representing a total of six
hours monitoring. Weather condi tions were calm; the sea-state was 0, wind was
light (south-wester ly). There was no precipitation . Windspeed increased slightly
during the recordings. although there was no obvious change in sea-stale .
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The majority of recordings prior to hauling (Figure C3a. b. d. g. h. i) show
acoust ic signatures typical to those previously recorded. with the exception of
more low frequency (less than 50 Hz) components. This may have been
caused. in part. by increased boat activity on this day. Three noisier spectra
taken prior to haUling (Figure C3c. e, f) are more difficult to interpret. In some
cases the presence of a boat in the vicinity 01 the trap might explain the
additional noise levels. Some distortion is evident in Figure C3d; this is likely
due to the power cycle.
The pre-haul spectrum is shown in Figure C3i. and the post-haul
spectrum is presented In Figure C3j. The majority of the spect rum in the post-
haul recording, above approximately 200 Hz. is noisier than in the pre-haul
recording.
Day Five is represented by a series of lour recordings (see Figure C4).
sampling two hours of monitoring. Weather conditions were generally calm; the
sea-stat e was zero. winds were light (south*westerty) . and ther e was no
prec ipuattcn. Prior to hauling (Rgure C4a. bl. acoustic spectra appear similar to
previous days. although there are some high amplitude low frequencies. The
pre-haul spectrum (Figure C4C) also demonstrates an unusual pattem of noise.
similar to that produced in the presence of precipitation, although there was
none in this case. The actlvlty of a speedboat In the bay at the time of recording
would explain the diffe rent signature. The pre-haul spectrum is unusually
broadband when compared to previous pre-haul spectra. Alternatively. the post-
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haul spectrum (Figure C4d) doe s not exhibit the extensive broadba nd (up 10 1
kHz in frequency) noise l1Iustrated by previous pcst-neut spectra. f or this series.
while lower frequenc ies (up to 100Hz) 01 the post-haul spectrum mig ht have
greater amplitude than in the pre-haul spect rum, lhe majority 01 the acoustic
signal (that is. greater than 100 Hz) is quieter.
A series 01two recordings are availab le lor Day Six. Weather cond itions
were good, with light south-easte rly winds. calm seas and no preopttettcn. Day
Six was the final day of Ihe capeun fishery ; only one recording was possible
prior to hauling. The prehaul spectrum is shown in Figure CSa, and the pest-
haul spectrum in Figure C5b. Amplitude levels and signal bandwidth appear to
be slighly greater lor the pre-haul record ing. allh;>ugh a speedboat active In the
area at t ime 01 reco rding might expla in some of this difference . especi ally as
there Is a low frequency component to the spectrum.
4.1.2. Analysis of reco rdings
To ease an alysis. pre-haul and pos t-haul spectra were re-plotted on a
standard sca le (Figu res 4 and 5). Compar ison 01 the six pre-haul spectra
re....eats similar acoustic signatures lor four 01the samples (Figure ea. b. d, I). In
this group 01 four the signa l con sists 01 a number of peak s belo w 0.6 kHz.
Beyond this, the signal is nat . and low in amplitu de . Further within this group 01
four . two of the signalures contai n high amp litude low frequency (below 50 Hz)
co m ponents . The remain ing tw o pre-hau l spec tra (Figu re ec. e) ar e
charact erized by relatively wide -band signals , at least up 10 1kHz. 01 constant
figJ.!!U
Acoustic recordings from the capelin trap, summarizing pre-
haul samples for ; a) 18/06/89, b) 19/06/89. c) 20/06 /89, d)
22106189, e) 23106/89and f) 24/06/89.
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d) 23/06/89 and e) 24/06/89. Note that no recording was
available for 20/06/89 .
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ampl itude . The causes lor th e differences between thes e spectra are like ly boat
adivity or weather conditions, as discussedin Section 4.1,1.
Only five post-haul spectra were available lor comparison because of the
lack of data for Day Three. l ess similarity is exhibited between post-haul
spectra than lor pre-haul spectra . Generally, the signal for a post- haul spectrum
is more substantial than lor ils corresponding pre-haul spectrum - specifically
Days One. Two, and Four (Figure Sa, b. 0) • both In terms of amplitude and
bandw idth. Day Five is cha racterized by high er ampli tude low frequencies (les s
than 200 Hz ) for the post-haul spectra (Figure 5d), wh ile the pre-haul spectrum
15more broad band . Day SIx shows a qu ieter pos t-hau l spectrum (A gura Sa).
A semblance programme combined all pre-haul spectra into one file
(Figure 6), and all post-haul spectra into a second file (Figure 7) - excluding
Day 3. The semblance 01the pre-haul spectra represents the -average-1 signal
of a full net, including environmental signals. The semblance of the post-haul
spectra represents the "averaqe" signal of an empi :' net, inclu ding
environmen tal signals. As environmen tal conditions remained cons tant
between each pre- and post -haul reco rding, as determined by the
environmental log, the only physical diference between these two averages is
l The use of the word 'average' Is an untonunate misnomer. WhileII Is Irue that the
semblanceprogramme by lis nature will enhanceand emphasizecommonfrequencies
throughtheir addilion, the linal semblance nreIs In lacl a total of all Ihe frequencies
added together. A 'irue' evereaewouldbe oblained by dividing eacherementin lhis file by
thenumber of component specna.
An acoustic semblance of all pre-haul recordings
(excluding Day3) from the capelln trap. Upper graph shows
a frequency composition for the range 0 Hz to 10 kHz.
Lower graph shows this range expanded for the bandwidth
o Hz to 1kHz.
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An acou stic semblance 01 all post-hau l recordings
(excluding Day 3) from the capefln trap. Upper graph shows
a frequency composition lot the range 0 Hz 10 10kHz.
Lower graph shows this range expanded for the bandwidth
o Hz to 1 kHz.
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the presence of capeli n in the pre-haul spectrum . A sub traction programme
removed the effect 01the post-haul spectrafrom the pre-haut spect ra. In this
way. a spectrum of the aco ustic signature caused by a cape lin sc hool coud be
estimated. as seen in Figure 8.
The acous tic signature mat is allr ibUlable to a capenn schoo l extends as
far as 3 kHz. although the highest amplitudes in the signature ere concemrated
in a band between 1 kHz and 2 kHz. Figure 8 also shows ihat below 0.6 kHz,
Ihe signature is predomin antly nepatlva . meaning tha t for th is range, on
average, the post-haul spectrawere louderthan the pre-haul spectra.
4 2 !b e acoyst ics 01VanQps nel t ypes
The interpretation 01 the net sample results should be made in the
context 01 the same considerat ions as listed in Section 4.1.1.. as the same
equipment was used for this experiment as lor the capelin trap recordings. and
as the experimentation was performed at the same site.
For each net sample tested. there are a series of lour recordings: the lirst
two represent a control reading to account lor environme ntal co ncincns and
syste m self-noise that day, while the second two recordin gs represent
experimental readings with the net sample in place. A total of lour cod trap
types, two gilfnet types (one mono- and one multt-fllamem) . and one capelin
trap type were sampled. In cases when more than one sample 01net iype was
ava ila ble , mesh and tw ine characteristics wer e varied. Physical
The acoustic spect rum resu lting from a subt raction of the
post -h aul semblance from the pre-haul semb lance.
estimati ng the acou stic component of the capelln school
conta ined wit hin the trap. Upp er graph shows a frequency
composition for the range 0 Hz 10 10 kHz . Lower graph
shows this ra nge ex panded for the bandwidth 0 Hz 10 1
kHz.
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characteristics of the net samples used . including calcu lations of solidity as
d emonstr ated in A ppendix B, are shown in Table 2.
4 .2.1. Pre-analysis 01net samples
A lthough alt four cod trap series a re descibed here, only one series - Day
1 (c2)· is presented. The remaining three series can be fou nd in A ppendix C.
Day One weather conditions were calm with a slight swell . tight south-
westerly winds, a nd no pr ecipitati o n. Control readi ngs are prese nted in Figure
9, while experimental readings for the first cod t rap sample (c2) are shown in
F igure 10 . Figure 9 shows relatively sim i lar system eelt-notse curves, wi th the
signatu re consisting of frequencies b elow 1 kHz; beyond t his point, the
signatu re is flat and low in amp litude. Fig ure 10 shows a com parable set of
spectra (allowing for differences in scale); the twin peaks at app roximately 120
H z, as s hown in Figure 1Ob,are probab ly due to harmonics of the power cycle.
T he second experimental reading indicates la rger amplitudes than t he first
experimental reading.
The second cod trap sample (cl) was tested on Day T wo. W eather
conditions consiste d of light 10 m oderate south-wes terly winds, n o precip itation.
and a sea-sta te of 1. T he two contro l readin gs (Figure C6) are similar in
character. The experimental readings (Figure C7) show a sli ghtly amplitu de
reduced spectrum in compariso n to the control readings.
Table2. Physical characteristics of netsamples used.
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Type Masslunit Num ber of Mesh slze Diamete r of Solidily per
area twines i n thread unit area
I (o m,m-2 thre ad m mm cm2
Codtrap 74 3 0.21 1.78 106 0
ell
Cod trap 54 3 0.23 1.26 690
c2
Codtrap 4 6 3 0.16 1. 38 1080
e3
Codtrap 64 , 0.10 1. 23 1550
c'
Herring net 7 3 0.175 0 .60 '30
I lhl\
Gilinet , 1 0.245 0 .58 290
I loll
ceceun '80 3 0.020 0 .97 6070
tree (ell)
Co ntrol readings for the c od trap sample c2. Upp er graph
shows a t ime se ries take n over 50 m s. Middle grap h
illustrates a frequency composition forthe range 0 Hz to 10
kHz. Lower graph shows this range e xpanded for th e
ba ndwidth 0 Hz 10 1kHz. Recordin gs taken at (ap prox.); a)
10 00 hrsa nd b) 1030 hrs.
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Experimental readings for the cod trap sample 02. Upper
graph snows a time series taken over 50 ms. Middle graph
illustrates a frequencycomposition for the range 0 Hzto 10
kHz. Lower graph shows this range expanded for the
bandwidth 0 Hz to 1 kHz. Recordings taken al (approx.): a )
1730 hrsand b) 1800hrs.
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On Day Three the third cod trap sample (C41 was tested . Env iro nmental
condit ions were basica lly calm , with r,ght to mo derate south-westerly winds, and
no precipitation; wave s exhibited a lig ht chop, 0.5 m in height. . Figure CB shows
the two control readings. while Figure C9 shows the two experimental readings .
Tho first control reading (Figure CBa) shows lower amp litudes than th e second
contro l reading (Figure CBb), particularly in the region 100 Hz 10 300 Hz. In both
cases the majOrity of the signal is below SOD Hz. M hough the two expe rimenta l
readings are similar in character (Figure C9a. b), they also show a slight
reduction in signal amplitude in comparisonto the control readings. There was
a decrease in sea-state thai may have decreased noise levels.
The tinal cod trap sa mple (c3) was teste d on Day Four . Weather
cond it ions were milde r than the previ ous day. with lig ht sout h-west erly winds .
no precipi tat ion and a calm sea Co nt rol readings a re shown in Figure Cl 0 ,
while experimental readings are pre sentee In Figur e e 11. The tw o cont rol
readings are ba sically the tame acoustic signature . The addition 01 the net
sample slightly increased the low Irequency component of the sp ectrum •
otherwise there was litt le change between the experimen tal record ings ~nd the
control reading s.
The mu lti filamen t gilln et (hl) wa s tested on Day Five . Env ironmenta l
condi tions con sisted 01 light to moderate south-we ster ly winds, no precip itation,
and a sea-state of 1. Figure" illustrates the control readings , while Figure 12
shows th e experimental readin gs. The l irst con tr ol read ing (Fig ure l la) shows
higher amplit udes, but the bas ic signature is pr eserved in the second control
E&u.r.U1.
Contro l readings for the multi-l ilament sample hl . Upper
graph shows a lime series taken over 50 ms. Middle graph
illustrates a frequency com position lor the range 0 Hz 10 10
kHz. l ower graph shows Ihis range expanded lor the
bandwidth 0 Hz 10 1 kHz. Recordings taken at (approx.); a)
0945 hrs and b) 1015 hrs .
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Experimental readings for the multi-filament sample h1.
Upper graph shows a time series taken over 50 ms. Middle
graph illustrates a frequency composition for the range 0 Hz
to 10 kHz. Lower graph showsthis range expanded for the
bandwidth 0 Hz 10 1 kHz. Recordings taken at (approx.); a)
1130 hrs and b) 1200 hrs.
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reading (Figure 11b). Experimental readings show an increase in signal
amplitude. particularly in the second recording in the low frequency area
(Figure 12b). II was noted that wind and sea-state conditions were increasing
slightly during the period of the exper imental recordings. This would account for
the absen ce of a similar low frequency peak in the first experimental recording
(Figure 12a)
On Day Six, the monofilament gill nel (91) was tested. Sea-state
cond itions were calm. with ligh t south-westerly winds, and no precipitation. The
cont rol readings are presented in Figur e 13; experimental readings are given in
Figure 14. The second control reading (Figure l 3b) shows higher amplitudes of
signal in a broader band, extending up to 3 kHz in frequency, which correlates
with the presence 01 a speedboat in the area at lime 01 recording. The
experimental readings show a further increase in signal, particularly between
100 ·200 Hz (Figure 14a,b).
The capelin trap sample (ct l) was tested on Day Seven. Testing
conditions were calm, no wind, and no precipitation. Control readings are
shown in Figure 15, while experimental readings are given in Figure 16. In the
control readings, the first recording (Figure 15a) is louder than the second
(Figure 15b).
The addition of the net sample produced a very different spectral sample
(Figure 16a, b). In both cases, the signature extends above 3 kHz, with a
substantially different character compared to control readings.
Control readings for the mono-filament sample 91 . Upper
graph shows a time series taken over 50 ms. Middle graph
illustrates a frequency composition lor the range 0 Hz to 10
kHz. Lower graph shows this range expanded for the
bandwidth 0 Hz to 1 kHz. Recordings taken at (epp rox.): a)
1145 hrs and b) 1250 hrs.
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Experimental readings for the mono-filament sample g l .
Upper graph shows a lime series taken over 50 ms. Middle
graph illustrates a frequency composition for the range 0 Hz
to 10 kHz. l ower graph shows this range expanded for the
bandwidth 0 Hz to 1 kHz. Recordings taken at (approx.): a)
1430 hrs and b) 1500 hrs.
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Control readings for the capefln trap sample ell . Upper
graph shows a time series taken ever 50 ms. Middle graph
illustrates a frequency composition lor the range 0 Hz to 10
kHz. Lower graph shows this range expande d lor the
bandwidth 0 Hz to 1 kHz. Recordings taken at (approx.); a)
1130 hrs and b) 1200 brs.
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Experimental readings for the capelin trap sample el l .
Upper graph shows a time series taken over 50 ms. Middle
graph illustrates a frequencycomposition for the range 0 Hz
to 10 kHz. Lower graph shows this range expanded for the
bandwidth 0 Hz to 1 kHz, Record ings tak en at (approx.) ; a)
1330 hrs and b) 1400 hrs.
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4.2.2. Ana lysis of recordings
A sem blance programme cons tructed "avaraqe" control and
experimental readings for each net sample. For the cod trap samples. the
control sem blance for c2 is shown in Figure 17a, with the experimenta l
semblance in Figure 17b. The remaining cod trap senes . c1, c3 and c4 - are
shown in Figures C12a, C13a. and C14a lor the control semblances, and
Figures C12b, C13b and C14b for the expe rimenta l semblances, respective ly. A
fifth series of semblances lor the cod trap samples was created by running a
semblance programme on all control readings for cod traps (Figure 16a), and
lor allthe experimental recordings for cod traps (Figure lab) .
The control semblances for the gillnet samples (91 and h1) are shown in
Figur es 19a and 20a respectively. Experimental semblances for these nets are
presented in Figures 19b and 20b respectively . The control semblance lor the
capenn t rap samp le (ct1) is given in Figure 21a, and the ex perimental
semblance is shown in Figure 21b.
For each net sample, the co ntrol readings were composed 01 noise lrom
the environment and system self-noise, wh ile the experimen tal reco rdings were
composed 01noise from the enviro nment, system sejt-nclse and the net sample .
Envir onmental conditio ns remained simila r for each series of record ings; thus it
can be assumed that ambient noise wou ld be constant lor anyone partic ular
ex perime nt. Any di ffe re nces between co ntrol and ex pe rimenta l
Constructed semblances 10r the cod trap sample c2. Upper
graph shows a frequency composition for the range 0 Hz to
10 kHz. Lower graph shows this range expanded for the
bandwidth 0 Hz 10 1 kHz. Recordings show ; a) control and
b) experimental readings.
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Constructed semblances for a composite cod trap sample,
combining all control samples and all experimental
samples. Upper graph shows a frequency composition lor
the range 0 Hz 10 10 kHz. Lower graph shows this range
expanded for the bandwidth 0 Hz to 1 kHz. Recordings
show; a) control and b) experimental readings.
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Constructed semblances for the mono-filament gillnet
sample91. Upper graph showsa frequencycomposition for
the range 0 Hz 10 10kHz. Lower graph shows this range
expanded for the bandwidth 0 Hz to 1 kHz. Recordings
show; a) control and b) experimental readings.
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Constructed semblances lor the muttl-tuament gill nel
sampleht . Upper graph shows a frequency composition for
the range 0 Hz to 10kHz. Lower graph shows this range
expanded for the bandwidth 0 Hz to 1 kHz. Recordings
show; a) control and b) exper imental readings.
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Con structed semblances for the capelin trap sample et1 .
Upper graph shows a frequency composition for the range
o Hz to 10 kHz. Lower grap h shows this range expanded for
the bandwidt h 0 Hz to 1 kHz. Recordings show ; a) control
and b) experimental readings.
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readings were theretore caused by the net samp le Itself, plus interactions
between the three component s.
A subtract ion program me estimated the acoustic con tribution of each net
sample. by subtracti ng the control semblance trom the expe rimental semblance
for each net type. The subtractions files can be seen In Rg ure 22 (lor cod trap
samples), Figure 23 (lor gillnet samples), and Figure 24 (lor the cepean trap
sample).
II should be noted th at amplitude (on the y-axis sca le) is relative when
comparing these last three ligures. The zero datum nne does have an
application in that any plot beneath this line rep resents a lack of that panlcutar
frequ ency in the ac oustic signatu re of that particul ar net sampl e. Alternatively.
any plot above this datum indicates that the specific frequency constitutes part
01the acoustic signature.
The cod trap samples demonstrate mostly negative signatu res (see
Ftgure 22a. b. c. d), with the exception 01c3 (Figure 22c). It has already been
noted. however, that the presence of boat activity may account lor the some
additiona l low frequency activity in this particu lar sample. In the majority of
cases, again excluding c3, the acoustic signal consists 01low frequencies up to
t kHz. The composite cod trap signature (Figure 229) shows a spectrum that is
predominantly negative. This estimation represents the sound signals from lour
nets together: it Is presented here only to demonstrate the shape 01the spectral
curve.
Constructed subtraction files for the cod trap samples.
Upp er graph shows a frequency compos ition tor the range
o Hz to 10 kHz. lower graph shows this range expanded tor
the bandwidth 0 Hz to 1 kHz. Recordings show; a) ct . b) c2,
c) ca , d) c4 and e) composite cod trap (see text).
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Constructed subtraction files for the gillnet samples. Upper
graphshowsa frequency composition for the range 0 Hz to
10 kHz. Lower graph shows this range expanded for the
bandwidth 0 Hz to 1 kHz. Recordings show; a) 91. and b)
h1.
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Con structed subtraction files for the capelin trap samples.
Upper graph shows a frequency composition lor the range
o Hz 10 10kHz. Lower graph shows this range expanded lor
the bandwidth 0 Hz to 1 kHz.
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The gillnel spectra (Figure 23) are diffe rent in that the signatu re is 01 a
higher amplitude. The mono- filamen t gillnel (gl • see Figu re 238) in pa rticular
shows peak frequencies in the range 100 Hz 10 300 Hz, although the major ity 01
these may be due to power cycle harmon ics. Some exceptionally low frequency
activity is evident in the multi-filament net (h i - see Figure 23b) . While the
mono-filament net's spect rum is rather more broad band , extend ing beyond 2
kHz, the multi-filament net's signal does not exceed 1 kHz in frequency.
The most obvious signature is produced by the cepeun trap sample (ell -
Figure 24). The signa l Is broadband, extending beyond 2 kHz, maintain ing a f1al
residual up 10 1.5 kHz.
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5 Dlscusslpn
5 t Assessmgol 01 the measurement technique
On a gross scale. spectra taken generally had a similar shape. Th e
majori ty of the signal in the spectra was usually concent rated below 1 kHz, w ith
signal amplitude decreasing as frequency incre ased ; any sig nal beyond 1 kHz
was generally Ilal, and low in amplitude . As it Is likely that ambient noise w ill
constitute the major component in these recordings. th e general shape
observed here is not unusual. Higher frequencies will be attenuated more
rapidly- signals rarely exceeded 2 kHz. Weaz (1962) demonstrated that beyo nd
1 kHz, the primary factors aff ecting the shape and strength of the amb ient noise
cu rve are m eteoro logical in fluences. Weather conditio ns wer e relatively ca lm
during experimentation: therefore. the noise curve will not show much activity
beyond 1 kHz.
Examination on a finer sca le reveals that there were noticeab le
differences between spectra. It can be assumed that these changes in spectral
character would be due to: a) changes in ambient noise conditions. b) acoustic
changes in the measurement system, or c) acoustic changes in the net system
being monitored (as measured by the experiment).
A comparative analysis 10 Identify trends across different acoustic
signatu res remains a valid and informative exercise. as the equipment has
been referenced to a source level (although admittedly this level is not known).
11 9
Ambient noise is highly variable (Wenz, 1962). Factors that affect
ambient noise were monitored; in certain cases, their effect on the ambient
noise curve were easily detected . The presence of precipitation in particular
produced an obvious change in spectral character (as seen in Figures Cla,
C1b, C2a, and C20). During periods of rain, time series taken became noisie r in
nature. The signal also became more broadb and. extending (in some cases) up
to 7 kHz. Forbes, and Smock (1981) noted thai during times of heavy rain,
frequencies ranging from 200 Hz to 40 kHz can be affected. The presence of a
boat in the recording area was also noticeab le (see R gures C3c , Oae. C31, C3j.
and C40) .
II is convenient to discussthe 60 Hz power cycle as pan ctthe ambient
noise character of the bay, as it was present in all recordings in 51.Phillip's. Its
dominating presence was unexpected. As notedpreviously, the 60 Hzpeak and
the consequential harmonics at 120, 180, 240, and 300 Hz (as well as higher
strata)must be allowed for when interpreting any of the spectra. However, the
presence of a signal at these particular frequencies is a constantthatcan easily
be allowed for.
The existence of the power cycle in most, if not all.recordings madeat 51.
Phillip's is particularly relevant when consideringspectral files as created by the
semblance and subtraction programmes. Spectral input into such programmes
would include a assessment of the power cycle's contribution to the overall
spectrum at that specific time. Given the temporal variation in amplitude of any
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CYCliC wave. it is un likely that the spectral peaks due to the power cycle will be
directly comparable between spectra, unless the recordings being compared
were taken at identical points during the cyc le (which is not probable). While the
subtraction programme might aid in eliminating common environmental
freque ncies. it will no t consistently reduce the cont ribut ion of the power cyc le to
the overall spectra .
It can be assumed that the subtract ion prog ramme removed the alleet of
ambient noise from a spectrum, however, as environmental conditions
remainedconstant. Therefore, if there are any differences between spectra as
recorded, it is probable that Ihese changes are caused by physical/acoustic
changesin the target being measured.
5 2 The acQustics QI bait a nd c;m eli o treps
The dominating lactor that caused deviations In spectra taken were
changesin the net and its catch. In comparing pre- and post-haul spectra, it is
more useful 10 compare on a daily basis. as it Is unlikely that environmental
conditions varied significantly within a series of measurements. Ambient noise
conditions may have changed sOghtly between series.
In comparing pre-haul and post-haul spectra. it can be seen that there
are differences in spectral character between an empty and a full net. Generally,
a full net appears to be quieter and narrower band In energy, while an empty
net has more noisier, !tatter, and broader in band (for example, compare
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Figu res 4a and Sa tor Day 1; Figures 4b and 5b for Day 2; Figures 4d and 5c for
Day 4; Fig ures 4e and 5d for Day 5. at least in lhe lower frequencies ).
Three of the series dO not abso lutely follow this genera~ l y. For the Day 4
recordings, while the post -haul file (Figure 5c) is for the majority ottne spectrum
higher in amp litude. the pre-haul (Figure 4d) does show an unusually high
ampl itude low frequency component. In the case of Day 5. the post-haul spectra
(Figure 5d) shows some low frequency activity , whil e the pre-haul spectra
(Figure 4e) is more broadband. Finally, one of the series (Day 6) shows the
reve rse in trend ; the pre-haul spectrum (Figure 41) is noisie r than the post-hau l
spectru m (Figure Sa). This was likely due to the presen ce of a speedboat during
pest-t eet recordings.
Generally, however. the six pre-haul (Figure 4) and five post-haul (Figure
5) spectra reveal definite changes in the acoustic signature 01 a capelin trap
when fuJI and when empty. Given that environmental conditions may vary
slight ly on a per day basis, it may nevertheless be valuable to compare
semblances of pre- and post-haul spectra (Figures 6 and 7 respectively).
Comparing these two spectra, it can be seen that the pre-haul spectra is
generally larger in amplitude, and more broad band, extending beyond 3 kHz in
frequency. with the majority of the signal within a 1 kHz band focussed in the
lower frequencies. The post-haul spectrum, in contrast, only extends to 1 kHz in
frequency. The signal's highest amplitudes occur up to 500 Hz .
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The data imply that a lu ll net is in fact quieter than an empty net. This
seems to be in contrast to what would be expected; that the noise of the fish,
together with any noise produced by an emply net. would cause a full nat 10
have a more substantial acoustic signature. Instead, it would appear that the
presence of capelin acts to dampen noise as produced by a net.
Net noise ca n be generate d in two ways: by interactions withi n the frame
system itself, and by interactions between the net and the surrounding medium.
Within the framing system, certain parts of the net may be hitting other parts,
creating 'knocks' or 'bangs'. This would be particularly significant if those parts
were metal (for example, links on an anchor chain). Such pulsive noiseswould
increase when the net is agitatedin some way (forexample, by wave action).
Second, the hydrodynamic nature of a net causes high levels of drag
when SUbjected to a current. Micro-turbulence might be expected in the vicinity
of the net/water interlace. The resultant eddies and backwash would create
noise, from a 'streaming' effect. Also, some of the trap's framelines, set under
sometension, might vibrate at particular resonant frequencies when subjected
to a current. As ceoenn traps are always placed close to shore, some tidal
current is typically present (except at slackwater), and thus streaming will occur
for a majority of the time, Volume of noise created would be greatest when the
current the net is subjected to isat its highest.While the first method of net noise
production might be considered sporadic, dependent on a particular
combination of conditions, this second method of production would occur
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constantly in a cyclic fashion corresponding to the stre ngth 01 the tide and/or
oth er currents in the area.
It has been shown, however, thai the presence of cape jn substantially
reduces the amplitude of the acoustic signature 01a net. There are two reasons
why a scncct of bait would do this. First, the school, as a large bOdy 01
suspended particles with in a transmitting medium. would act 10 scatter and
absorb any sound produced by the net. Second. rather than dampen an
acoust ic signal already produced, the school would lnfubttth e production of net
noise by changing the hydrodynamics of the net. In underwater observation,
capeUn traps are often seen to physically distort because ctt he large number of
fish they contain. If a school were placed directly on the insi de lace of a net
panel experiencing some form of cu rrent. tidal flush throJugh the net would be
reduced. thus decreasing the streami ng effect. and consequently . the 3C01Jstic
signature produced.
The file that resulted from the subtraction of the post-haul spec tra from
the pre-haul spect ra (Figu re 6) shows the residual signa l caused by the
presence of the capenn, It should be remembered thai this file is the result cl the
addition of five separate hauls taken in a period of lime in which environmental
conditions may have changed (although not to any great exten t). Therefore. it is
more useful to use this liIe to desc ribe the genera l shape of an acoustic
signature as produced by cape ftn, as opposed 10a definitive characterization of
a capelin school' s signature. The fact that the presence of a capelin school
dampens the sound produced by a net is shown by the predominantly negative
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signa ture, at teast up to 1 kHz. Beyond this frequency, the signature is largely
posit ive. up 10approximately 3 kHz. This suggests that while cape6n may ad to
alter the low frequencies produced by a net, they do produce a signature
betwee n 1 • 3 kHz.
large numbers of capelin would probably make a more substantial
acoustic ccn trlbutlon than smaller schools capelln. Similarly, one might expect
dilfering gender ratios within schools being measured to have a different
acoustic effect, because of morphological differences between male and female
capetin (for example, the shape of the gas-filled swlmb ladder in th e female
changes as it is displaced by the maturing ovaries; Todd, unpub. data). It was
not possible. at least from this research, to separate out the ell ects of gender or
size of schoo l, because of the low sample size collected, and because of the
unavo idable interaction between the two variables that could not be isolated. In
a more ideal experiment one lactor wou ld be contro l led while the other was
varied. It was clearly not feasible to manipulate these variables in this case .
Late r experimentation in a more controlled setting sugge sted male ceoeun
produced a louder spectrum than female capelin, although no correlat ion was
lound between number of fish and strength of signal, for either gende r (Todd,
unpub. data).
5 3 The acoustics of net types
Given the problems 01interpreting data files with the predominance of an
unwanted 60 Hz power cycle, and variations due to changes in the ambient
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noise environment. the exercise 01comparin g dillerenl net signatures as shown
in Figures 22 ret . ca, d . and C4), 23 (91 and hl ). and 24 (etl) is still a valuable
one. tt is dear that diffe rent types of nets produce different types of signature.
It has been shown that capetln mesh produces a broad band acoustic
signature. detectable up to approximately 2 kHz. Two possible mechanisms 01
net self- noise product ion have also been suggested. Given that prima ry noise
product ion would involve streaming effects created by the drag of the net. nels
of different drag values might vary in the type and s!rength of signature
produced. Further, it might also be postulated thai nels 01 the highest drag
produce the strongest acoustic signal, when compared 10 nels of low drag. The
drag of a net is proportional to the surface area exposed 10 the current
(Baranov, 1976). In tern. Ihe surface area exposed 01 a net, or its solidily
(surface area exposed per unit area) is inversely proportional to the the mesh
size and proport ional to twine diameter (see Appendix B). As me sh size
decreases, drag increases (Baranov, 1976). There are further complications to
this relationship as caused by smoothness of the the twine, and the size of the
knots in the mesh. However, at present these can only be empirica lly solved
(Baranov, 1976).
Cod traps, even though they are extremely large installations, appear to
produce very little signature in comparison to other nets. For all net samples, the
signal does not exceed 500 Hz; beyond this point, the signal is weak and nat in
response. Net sample c3 had the st rongest signature (Figure 22C) in terms of
amplitude across the spectrum analysed; it also had the second smallest mesh
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size and the second largest solidity of the cod trap samples. The quietest net, c2
(Figure 22b), had the largest mesh size, and just over half the sofldlty of ca.
Thus cod trap mesh can be characterize d as a narrow band, low frequency ,
weak signal. as shownin the composite subtraction file (Agure 228).
Gillnet acoustic signatures are louder when compared to cod trap
signals . The mono-filament sample (g 1, see Figure 23a) shows high signal
amp litudes energy up 10 300 Hz. Some of these pea ks can be att ributed to
powe r cyc le infiltration; others cannot. The rmntl-fllamant g11108t (h1, see Figu re
23b) shows a similar amplitude spectrum, with the exception of two outstand ing
peaks > one at less than 10 Hz, and one at 60 Hz (approx.}. The second of
these two peaks is Obviously caused by a partlctnarly high point in the power
cycle.
One might expect differences in smoothness in twine fibre to affect noise
level, because; a) smoother twines would result In less surface area, and b)
smoother twines present less of a friction coefficient to form eddies (Baranov,
1976). The two gillnet samples tested had solidities of approximately the same
magnitude (Table Two), although it should be noted that the calculatio n of
solidity makes no correction for smoothness of fibre (see Appendix B). The
multi-filame nt net was made from three twines wound into a single core,
whereas the mono-filament net was constructed 01one smooth molded nylon
fibre. One can expect, therefore, that the mono-filament's smoother twine might
have an effect on amountof drag the net produced.
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The fact that the multl-fllament net had a slightly higher solidity than
mono-filament net erplains the slight ly higher amp litude signature. Both gillnels
were louder than any of the cod trap samples. One explanat ion for the gilln el s'
noIse mig ht be thai they are lighter In mass (see Table 2). Increased flex ibility
could result In mare noise production within the net itself · by mesh doubling
back and rubbing against itself, for example. Such net interact ions would
probably be low frequency in nature (pers. obs.).
The acoustic signature produced by the cape lin trap sample was
radically different hom the other net samples measured. The broad band.
relatively high amplitude signature Is not seen in any other sample. The capeli n
trap sample had the smallest mesh size, densest twine, and highes t solidity (just
under four times higher than the cod trap with greatest solidity), which correlates
with the sample also having the most noticeable signature.
Sum mariz ing , cape lin t rap mesh generates a broad band , noisy
signature detectable up to 3 kHz , in comparison to cod trap mesh, which
generates a narrow band, low amplitude signa ture detectable up to (app rox.) ,
kHz. Gillnet mesh produces a narrow band, medium amplitude signature, also
detectable up to (approx.)1 kHz.
54 Net noi se ent rapment and humpback orientation
Entrap ments reports ove r the past decade (Lien 8t al., 1991 ) suggest
hu mpback whales may use auditi on to orien tate in the environme nt. Instances
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01entrapment may be explained by a lailure of the whale to acoustica lly detect
the net.
If capelin traps produce a more detectable signal In comparison to cod
traps, then one might expect a differential probability lor a whale to hit either
type of trap. The COd trap, being the quieter of the two types.would be hit more
etten. To asses s this relationship, catch -effort statistics (compiled by Department
of Fisheries and Oceans, Newfoundland region) were examined along with
entrapment statist ics lor the pestten years (Li en. at al., 1989c). Unfortunately,
until recently, catch-effortdata(in particular for ceoem traps)were not collected
consistently (Lien. at at . 1991). Consequently. one must assume that cod trap
fishing ello11 has remained constant over the past ten years, at appro ximately
7,500 traps fished for an approximate mean of 40 days: one must also make
further estimate s for the cepeun fishery (Uen , et aI., 1991). It can thus be
calcu lated that the ratio 01cod trap ettort to cacet n trap effort is appro ximately
10-15:1. Altern atively. the ranc 01the number 01 cod traps hit by whales 10the
the number of capelin traps hit by whales Is app roximately 146:1.
Even allowing for the diller ence between the number of hours cod traps
and capetn trap s are fished, it can be shown that a cod trap shows a higher
probability of being hit by a whale than a caoenn trap (Uen, et al., 1991). by a
ratio of 10-15:1. While it Is acknowl edged tha t this ratio is co nstructed from
estimates of fishing eftort. It is clear that there is a differential p robability In trap
collision. One explanation for this difference woul d be because of the difference
in acoustic 'visibility' between the two types of trap. Whales are more likely to
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collide with cod traps, which are the least acoustica lly obvious (Lien, at at.
1991), even though whales are also found feeding in areas where cape jn traps
are abundan t.
Cetch-ettcrt data were not collecte d lor gillnet operatio ns; nor were
incidences of gillnet entrapment examined as in the above context. II could be
predicted that gillnets would exhibit a probability of collision less than cod traps ,
but not as low as cecesn traps, given the sound files as analysed above. Such
an examina tion remains a useful exercise, assuming the existence 01a reliable
database for glllnelt ing ope rations.
The record ing 01all net samples were done in a specific environme nt (St.
Phil lip's), which has Its own unique ambient noise characteristics. The
signatures presented In this study are referenced 10 a specific noise level,
because the programmes used to isolate the net's acoustic signature accounted
for environmental noise. That is, a caoef n trap panel is delectable abo....e given
noise levets, whereas a cod trap panel is certainly less so. II is to be expected
that if the experiment were repeated in an area 01 higher noise le....ets. the
signature produced by the capelin mesh may be, to a large extent. masked.
Sig nal masking musl be considered when modelling tarqet detect ion
(Forbes and Smock, 1981). If entrapment occ urs as a result of failure to detect a
net, then one must take Into account masking factors by local tevels of ambient
noise. For example, entrapments of humpbacks have been noted to be more
common after a stormy period. This has been previously interpreted as being
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due 10 the discovery of the animals following a period 01 not attending to the
nets (Lien. pets. camm.) . However, such Increases In frequency of entrapment
may be due to noIse changes in the water. At the heigh t of an intense storm in
July 199 1, two observations were made of humpbacks colliding with gea r. The
following day six entrapped humpbacks were reported p an unusually high
number (Lien. pers . camm .).
The second section of this study specifically measured net panels. When
cons idering the acoustics of a trap. there are many panels that will contribute to
the acoustic signature. In the mosl simple design of traps , such as the capefn
trap, or the traditiona l cod trap, noise will be produced by anyone of the five
panels that make the box of the trap, along with the doors and trap leader.
Baranov (1976) notes that drag decreases as the angle of the net to a current
approaches zero, reaching a minimum when the panel is parallel with the
current. Thus it is the panels in a trap that would be closest to a perpendicular
angle with the current that would produce the most noise. More complex
designs of cod trap ~ such as the modified, or Japanese cod trap· may be
expected to produce a stronger acoustic signature in comparison to a traditional
trap made of the same mesh size, since the newer designs consist of more
panels. It would follow that the more complex designs of trap have a lower
probability of being hit by a Whale, because of their increased delectability.
Unfortunately. insufficient data exists as to the type of cod trap that is hit. As the
more modern desig ns are used less by Newfoundland fishermen, one would
have to account for the low 'n' in sample size. Based on calculations 01solidity,
while the Japanese and modified cod traps should be theoretically noisier than
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the traditiona l cod trap, it is unlikely that they pro ducea stronger signal than the
capelintrap.
Cod traps recently ssttn the water have a higher probability 01being hi t
by a whale than one which has been in the water for some lime (Lien, 1960).
Data are inconclu sive as to whether the whale is simply 'learning' the posItion
of older nets, and thus avoiding them. A second explanation is that new nets
may be mora aco usticall y obvious than older net s. Nets thai have been set in
the water for a period of time will acquire a layer of biological accretions which
would act to Increase the surface area of a net. Increased surface area would
create a higher drag with respect 10 water currents , and thus make the net
noisier by increasingthe 'streaming' effect (althoughthe moreimpulsive noises
created by the interaction of chains and ropes would probably be dampened).
No increases in signal strengthwere observed with the capettn trap that was
monitored for sevendays at St. Phillip's - it ispossiblethat in this brief span,not
enough biological slub had built up to make a significant alteration to the net's
signature. Typically, capelintraps are kept in the water onlyfor briefperiodsof
ume . perhaps seven to fourteen days. Cod t rapsare set for much longer
periods - because of this, the ettects of biological accreucn may be more
significant in cod trapdetectabili ty.
Fishermen commonly observe collisions occur with full cod traps o r
capeun traps · more often than with empty trap s. This maybe dueto greater
production in these areas which, In turn, attracts more whales. However,an
alternative explanation suggests that full nets are lessacousticallyobvious. The
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prelimi nary work on capelln traps su ggests that sc hools of fish may redu ce
noise created by a net. It has yello b e show n that schools of cod possess the
same abilitywh enwithin a cod trap, although the po ssibility remains since cod
traps a re 01 a d esign similarto capelln traps.
Finally, the fact that capelin reduce noise within a trap provides a
direction lorfutureres earchin whale foraging behavi our. It is clear that a large
school 01bait i s capab leofaltering th e acoustic environment. Awhale may use
such c ues in fo raging . Whales may not actively listen lor capelln perS8 • but
modifications in theac oueilc environme ntwhic h capeun caus e.
Evidenc e sugg e sts, the refore, that hu mpbacks use sound a s a too l In
orientation. Th is, in p ar t,exp lainsthe success of v arious alarm pr ogrammes
deployed In pa st yea rs in Newfound land and Labrador. A larms improve the
'acoustic visib i lity' of a net. Th e 'beeper' devi ce dep loyed by Lien (1980) and
reviewed in Lien at al. (1991) slimulat ed turther research Into alarms. Them ost
recent prototyp e employedappearsto havea similar . perhaps strong er, effect In
reducing entra pment (Lien, pars. co mm.). T hese fin dings are in contrast to
alarm program mes designed for the smalle r cetaceans (Ha takeya ma, et al.,
1990) wh ichre main, in genera l, unsuccessful (Todd, & Nelson, inprep.).
T he differences in success rate between ihae e two alarm pr ogrammes
may be becau s e the causes o f odontocele entrapment are d ifferent to those In
myslice te entra pment. It has been shownthat some of the smalle r cetacean
species candetectnets (Au, in prep.: Au , &Jone s, 19 8 9; Au, & Jones, Inpres s),
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and th at their entrapment m ay be due to factors beyond detection 01 the
obstacle (Goodson, pers. L.Jmm.). Largerbaleen whales may or may not lack
the technical so phistication to detect nets,
A llhough this th esis has shown that the potential for humpbacks 10 use
acoustic orientation w ith resp ect to nets exis ts , It has yet to be categorically
s hown, in true experimental fashion, thaI humpbacks can orientate 10sound
cues. This research is ongoing (lle n. at at. in prep.). Preliminary results have
Indicated that humpbacks can ecousucally discriminate between targets,
although to d at e res earch has concentrate d on the ele ment of passive
recogni t ion, as opposed 10 the potential o f the possible active 'biosanar'
element that humpbacks might possess.
A s a com parative exercise, the study has show n that there should be a
di fferenti al detection rate betw een different typ es an d states ct net, assuming
humpbacks use audito ry perception to interrogate the environment. However, 10
be gin to model the ability of humpbacks to acoustically de tect nets , source
le vels o f targets wiUne ed 10be established. In additio n. data will be required on
d etection thresh olds and freque ncy sensitivity in hump backs.
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Conclys lon s
The causes of incidental entrapment remain, to date, unresolved. It
appears unlikely that ultimately there will be one so lution 10 minimize whale
collis ions with fishing gear . Rather, on a species to s pecies basis , one will adopt
solutions that Iii pa rticular combinations of causes and conditions. Smaller
cetacean species appear ab le 10detect nels . Attention and interpretation factors
which result in incidental entr apment may be Important. However, conditions
under which the large r baleen whales can detect ne ts have yet 10 be shown.
Anecdota l evidence (Uen, st al., 1991) suggests collisions by humpbacks
occur, at least some of the time, because altha failu re 10 detect the presence of
nets. Fundamental questions of how a humpback perceives the environment
have remained unanswered, however, because of the difficulties in studying the
larger species of cetacean.
Whereas resea rchers such as Au and Jones (1989) or Pence (1986)
defined the target stre ngth of nets when subjected to a do lphin or simulated
echolocation click, this study has investigated the pa ssive, 'self-noise' of a net,
and shown thai diffe rent nets produce different acou stic signatures . While the
measurement of net acoustics was attempted in a mo re controlled environment
(Todd, unpub. data ), such modelling cannot simu late all the variables that
contribute to the ocean 's acoustic environment. M ore va luable information
regarding net acoust ic behaviour can be obtained w hen measuring samples in
situ . In this study , Il1e hanging frame system was successf ully used to
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accomplish this. In particular , the all-reps moorings provided a stable, low self-
noise system trom which to basemeasurements.
In this study it has been shown that variations in acoustic signatures are
probably causedby the amount of surface area a net provides to 3 currentin the
form of drag. The differences in net acoustics have been linked 10 some
entrapment evidence that suggests humpbacks may. partiall y at least. rely on
sound as a navigat ional too l; entrapment may occ ur because of a failure 10
detect the net in time to avoid il.
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Appendix A • Technical specifications of eqUipment used
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BrOe1 and KJaer Type 8101:
Usable frequency range;
Flat response range (+/- 3 dB );
Voltage sensitivity;
BrOsl and Kjaer Type 2635:
Frequency range;
Low-pa ss filter set at;
Recording eqYipment·
1 Hz -120kHz
1 Hz - 50 kHz (approx.)
·180 dB re 1 V1~Pa
0.2 Hz - 100 kHz
30 kHz
Hew lelt Packard Instrumentation Recorder 3964A :
Frequency response (at 7.5 ips); 50 Hz • 32 kHz
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AppendiX B • Vgr loys net calcylatlpns
B 1 Calcylations of oel sample sjzes
The hanging ratio(E) is givenby the equation,
Length of top- rope (frame line).
Mesh Size x no. of Meshes
and represents the ratio between the length 01rope that the meshesare hung
on and the fully extended length of netting. In practice, the hanging ratio is
usually set at 50%, or 0.5. Therefore, the number 01meshesper side of a net
panel can be estimated by first calculating the width and depth one mesh will
occupyIn a net panel.
The width of one mesh (b) at bar length aJ2 (that is, stretched mesh of
length a) in a net panelcanbecalculated by,
aE
By simple trigonometry, toe depth (c) of one mesh in a Del panel can be
calculated by
or.
Therefore, the numberof mesheseither across (H), or down the length(V)01a
net panel can be calculated as,
and,
H
v
length of top rope frame line
b
depth of vertical frame line
c
8 2 Calculating the solidjtyof a ne!
In calculatingthe exposed surface area per unitarea, or solidity, 01a net
sample, two tmpcrtant assumptionsmustbe made. First, that the meshtwine
modelsas a smooth sidedcylinder, and second, that the exposedsurface area
addedby the knotsat the corners of eachmeshis negligible. In reality, both the
fact that net twine consists01threeto four separatestringstwined together, and
the fact that the knots in the meshdo make some contribution to surfacearea
exposed,the actual~solidity~ of the nel may be underestimated by thefollowing
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metho d. However , as these restrictions apply equally to all but one 01 the net
panels tested, the below formula should be considered a reasonablyaccurate
measureof the solidity of a net. Theone exception to this is the gillnet; because
of ns constructlcn- from monofilament nylonfibre - its strands are more likely to
model a true cylinder.
The surface area (a) of a cy linder of cross-sect ional radius (r) and height (h) is
given as
21trh [1J
If we assumethat a net consistsof manycylinders, spacedby the length of one
mesh bar (U2) (that is, half the stretched mesh size. l) , then the number at
cylinders running vertically In a unit area of net panel (that is, 1 m2), (v),can be
given by
2
r [2)
Similarly, the number of cylinders running horizontally in a unit area 01net
panel. (h), is given by
2
t (3)
Therefore, the number of cylinders in a unit area of mesh, (0) , can becalculated
to be
[4)
As each 01these cylinders has a knownsurface area (see Equ'n [1]), the total
exposedsurface area per unit area (A) is given by
A
A
(2nrh) x t
Bnrh
L
(5)
[61
Asthe length of each cylinder (h) corresponds to the unit area beingmeasured,
this equation simplifies to
A 8"T [71
APPendiX c ~ Additional recQrdlngs
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Acoustic recordings fro m the cacenn trap on Day 2. Upper
graph illustrates a time series taken over a samp led SOms
section . Middle g raph illustrates a frequency composition
from 0 Hz to 10kHz. Lower graph illustrates the same
frequency composition for low frequencies (0 Hz • 1 kHz ).
All y-axis are plotted in relative units. Recordings
presented we re taken at (app rox.) : a) 1210 hrs , b) 1235
hrs. c) 1310 hrs. d) 1400 hrs , e) 1430 hrs (pre-haul) and f)
1600 hrs (post-haul). Note that no high frequency graph is
available for 1310 hrs, and no low frequency graph is
avarlablefor 1400 hrs.
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Acoust ic r9Cordings from the capelin trap on Day 3. Upper
graph illu strates a time series taken over a sampled 50m s
section. Middle graph illustrates a frequency composition
from 0 Hz 10 10kHz. Lower graph illustrates the same
frequen cy composi tion for low fr equencies (0 Hz - 1 kHz ).
All y-axls are plotted in relativ e units. No post-haul
record ing is avai lable for this se ries . Recordings presented
were taken at (approx.); a) 1235 hrs. b) 1300 nrs and c)
1340 hrs (pre-hau l).
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Acoust ic reco rdings from the cepalln tr ap on Day 4. Upper
graph i llustrat es a time series taken ove r a sampled 50ms
sectio n . Midd le graph lnrstrates a freq uency compositi on
from 0 Hz to 10kHz . l ower graph illustra tes the same
lreque ncy composi tion lor low freque ncies (0 Hz • 1 kHz).
All y-axis a re plotted in relative units . Recordings
presented we re taken at (ap prox.); a) 0945 hrs, b) 1115
hrs, c) 1150 hr s, d} 12 15 hrs , e) 1235 hrs, f) 1250 h rs, g)
1310 nrs. h) 1320, i) 1335 br s (pre-haul) and ll 1500 hrs
(post- h aul). N ote that no low frequency graph is avail able
for 121 ~ hrs .
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Acoust ic recordings kern the cacelln trap on Day 5. Upper
graph i llustrates a time series taken over a sampled 50ms
section . Middle graph illustrates a frequency compos ition
from 0 Hz to 10kHz. l ower graph illustrates the same
frequency composition for low frequencies (0 Hz • 1 kHz),
All y-axis are plotted in relative units. Recordings
presented were taken at (approx.); a) 1430 hre. b) 1500
nre. c) 1530 hrs (pre-haul) and d) 1645 hrs (post-haul).
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Acoustic recordings Irom the capelln trap on Day 6. Upper
graph illustrates a time series taken over a sampled 50ms
section. Middle graph illustrates a frequency composition
from 0 Hz to 10 kHz. Lower graph \Ilustrates the same
frequency composit ion for low frequencies (0 Hz - 1 kHz).
All y-axie are planed in relative units. Recordings
presented were taken at (approx.); a) 0930 hrs (pre-haul)
and b) 1115 hrs (post-haul). Note that no lime series is
available lor 0930 hrs.
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Control readings for the cod trap sample ct . Upper graph
shows a lime series taken over 50 ms. Middle graph
illustrates a frequency composition for the range 0 Hz 10
10 kHz. Lower graph shows this range expanded for the
bandwidth 0 Hz to 1 kHz. Recordings taken at (approx.) :
a) 1100 hrs and b) 1130 hrs . Note thai no low frequency
graph Is available for 1130 brs.
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Experimental readings for the cod trap sample ct . Upper
graph shows a time series taken over 50 ms. Middle graph
illustrates a frequency compositio n for the range 0 Hz to 10
kHz. Lower graph shows this range expanded for the
bandwidth a Hz 101kHz. Recordings taken at (approx.); a)
1330 hrs and b) 1400 hrs.
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Contro l readings for the cod trap sample ca. Upper g raph
shows a time series taken over 50 ms. Middle graph
illustrates a frequency composition for the range 0 Hz to 10
kHz. Lower graph strews this range expanded for the
bandwidt h 0 Hz 101kHz. Recordings taken at (aoprox.): a)
0945 hrs and b) 1015 brs.
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Experimental readings for the cod trap sample c4. Upper
graph shows a time series taken over 50 ms. Middle graph
illustrates a frequency composition for the range 0 Hz to 10
kHz. Lower graph shows thls range expanded for the
bandw idth 0 Hz to 1 kHz. Recordings taken at (approx.): a)
1200 hrs and b) 1230 hrs.
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Control readings for the cod trap sample ca. Upper graph
shows a time series taken over 50 ms. Middle graph
illustrates a frequency compositIon for the range 0 Hz to 10
kHz. Lower graph shows this range expanded for the
bandwidth 0 Hz to 1 kHz. Recordings takenat (approx.);a)
1100 hrs and b) 1130hrs.
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Experimental readings for the cod trap sample c3. Upper
graph shows a time series taken over 50 ms . Middle gr aph
illustrates a frequenc y compos ition for the range 0 Hz to 10
kHz. Lower graph shows this range expanded for the
bandwidth0 Hz to 1 kHz. Recordingstaken at (approx.); a)
1230 hrs and b) 1300 hrs.
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graph shows a frequency composition for the range 0 Hz to
10 kHz. Lower graph shows this range expanded for the
bandwidth 0 Hz to t kHz. Recording s show; a) control and
b) experimental readings .
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Constructedse mblance s forthe codtrap sample c3. Upper
graphshows a frequency composition fo r the rangea Hz to
10 kHz . Lower graph sh ows this rang e expanded for the
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Appendix D • The acoystic enylronment with respect to oceanic
.Qfll.l!JlWD.s.
This appendix Is inc luded as a brief Introduction to underwater acoustics.
While it is net intended 10 discuss the field in depth, il Serves to introduce the
reader to certain physical concepts that may be required in interpreting the
results of this thesis.
The acoustic environment of the ocean Is remarkably complex. Sound
travels at least four times faste r in wat er than on land (Vigoureux, & Hersey,
1962), gi ven dependencies on salinity, pressureand temperature (Urick, 1983).
However, the propagation of sound is highly dependant on frequency
(Vigou reux, & Hersey, 1962 ), because of the higher absorption rates for high
frequenc ies. The interaction of various ocea nograp hic factors can have a
profound effect on sound transm ission. Salient aspects of sound transm ission
are discussed here, in a seque nce simila r to the tempora l associa tion of each
teeter on a signal. Since the possibility remains that mysticetes may use their
vocalizations in an echo location or crien ta tiva sense , discussion here includes
sound production . The processes relevant in the context of either a biosona r or
listening system can be cons ide red to be sound p rod uct ion (incl uding
amplitUde and d irectiona lity), sou nd t ransmi ssion (inc luding transmission
losses due to reverberation , abso rption, and reflectio n), and so und reception
(includ ing direc tiv ity, direct ionalit y of the receivin g system , binau ral hea ring,
and masking effects of amb ient noise).
P 1 Soy nd prodqct ion
Sound is the result of excitation, in a regu la r fashion, of molecule s within
an elastic medi um (Vigoure ux , & Hersey , 1962). Such vibrat ion is
com municated to subsequent pani cles within the medium , causing propagation
of the sound wave. Assuming a p lanar sound wave, the instantaneous pressure
(P) is related to the fluid medium density (p), the velocity of the particles (u), and
the propagation ve locity of the wave (c), by the equation given by Urick (1983)
P '" pcu 111
Th e cons tant pc is often expre ssed as the acoustic impedance (equivalent in
ana logous terms to electrica l impedance ), which is approximate ly 3500 times
higher in seawate r than in air; hence the much higher intens ity for a given
sound source whe n measu red in air rather than water (Urick, 1983).
Instantaneous pressure is measur ed, for convenience, on a log scale,
referred to as decibels (dB). The decibel is defined as
L"'1 0 109 ~ (2)
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where L relers to a level in dB, I to the measured instantaneou s pressu re, and
Iref to a referenced instantaneous pressure leve l (CaMhers, 1977) . The decibel
scale is set so that a gain 01+3 dB represents a doub~ ng of the energy within a
sound wave, and a loss of ·3 d B represents a hatving 01 the energy present
within a wave (Caruthers. 19n). Because the decibel is a rela tive scale. and
thus must be referredto a soecmclevel for absolutecomparisons. Iref is usually
standa rdized. The most commo n frame of reference Is calcula ted at a d istance
0' 1 m fromthe sound source , where 0 dB represen ts a rms pressure equatto t
JlPa (Urick, 1983).
Most measureme nts to d ate in the biologica l field involve amplitude, or
pressure level measurements in terms of instantaneous pr essure.
Instantaneous pressure is relatively easy to measure (only one ca librated
hydro pho ne is required ). Closely related to instanta neous pre ssure is the
measurement of intensity . Unli ke instantaneous pressure measurements,
intensity is a vector quantity (that is, associated with a specific direction). 11 is
measured as the amount of energy cros sing a unit area per second (Honan,
1957), and Is broadly defined by the equa tion
p2
1· -pe (3)
wher e I is intensity, meas ured as Wans.m-2 (Urick. 1983). As a vector quanlity,
Intensity measurements require a minimum array of two hydropho nes . the
p ressu re differential between the two being mapped as intensity . Intensity
measurements tend 10 concentrate on directional signals, with omnidir ectional
signals (because they lack net movement in a specif ic direction ) being less
em phasized . Thus product ion sou rce leve l (SL) can be expresse d in terms 01
instantaneous pressure (dB re 1 JlPa), or in terms of intens ity (W.m-2 , with a
negative or positive component implying direction) .
The bio logical lite rature tends to cite instantaneous p ressure levels.
Ext remely loud sources have been recorded as or iginating from whales;
Beamish and Mitchell (1971) est imate for the blue whale an SL for a reported
2 1-31 kHz signal 0159.2 ± 1.0 dB (re 1 m). For a minke wha le signal 01between
4-7.5 kHz, they report a maximu m SL 01 51 dB (re 1 rn) (Beamis h, & Mitchell ,
1973). Payne and Webb (1971) assume the ave rage level 01a fin whale signa l
to be 80 dB (re lIdyne cm2 at t yard). Thu s it has been demonstrated that some
myst icetes are indeed capable al powerful ema nations of sound. although little
work reports measurements 01intensity.
Directionality refers to th e directional co mponent of the signal , or the
beam-width within which the majority 01 the energy of the sign al ties. Beam-
widt h can be simply defined as an angle origina ting trom Ihe sound source. This
angle subtends the boundaries 01a 3 dB loss either side of the beam. In other
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wo rds. a movement altha receiver to a posit ion Immediately outside the beam
would result in a haMng of the power of the signal, for the frequency measured.
A small angle implies a narrow beam-width, or a highly directional signal. A
large angle implies a wide beam-width, which when taken to extremes
beco mes omni-, or non-direct ional.
Direct ionality is commonly used when describing dolphin system s. wh ich
are highly focussed in beam-like projections (Au, Floyd, & Haun t 1978 ; Au.
Moore. & Pawlowsk i, 1986 ; Au. Penn er, & Tun, 1987). Some refe rences have
been made to direct ionality of sound product ion in mystce tes, although the lack
of rigid experi menta l design has prevente d all but a few specu lative comments .
For example, Beam ish and Mitchell (197 1, 1973) note the om nidirectiona l
nature of Blue and Minke wha le vocal ization s, as do Payne and W ebb (1971),
of fin whales. While direct ional signals are less SUbject to transmission losses,
they are harder to produce . The production of highly d irect ional signals In
odontocete species Is undoub tedly aided by the me lon (Norr is, 1964 : Norris , &
Harv ey, 1974). No such equiva lent st ructures are found to exis t In rnv sncetee.
o 2 Sound transmjssion
Transmission 01 sou nd is highly dependent on reflection, refract ion,
selective ab sorption and interference factor s within the water column and the
boun daries that co ntain that body of water (Kinne , 1975). Sound energy in
water consists of two bas ic compo nents : a) the p ressure wave component
(ca used by the regul ar excitation of mctecule s), wh ich decreases linearly with
dista nce from the source, and b) the component resu lting from the d isplacement
of water mo lecules, whichdecreases with d istance exponentia lly (Ki nne, 1975).
As a result of the interacti on between the se two components, the re comes a
point where the amp litude 01 each componen t is equa l. This point is arbitra rily
referred to as the near fie ldJ fa r field boundary. Outside th is boundary ,
disp laceme nt amplitude effe cts a re said to be neglig ible. It is only the
displ acement amplitude effe cts that conta in a direCl iol\31co mponen t. That is,
sound signals In the far fie ld (d ue to p ressure amplitude onl y) are non-
directional, and cannot be used as orientational cues (Kinne, 1975).
Because of the nature of sound waves , there are inevitab ly energy losses
to the medium through heat. Terme d 'absorption' , this pro cess is frequency
dependent (Urick, 1983 ), and regard ed as a 't rue' lo ss In energy (as opposed to
dis t ribution and diss ipatio n through wave Iront spreadi ng, whic h may be
regarded as other attenuation losses) . Absorption Is quantified as 'a', measur ed
in dB loss per unit length. Low Ireque ncy sig nals are less subject to heal losses
(Urick, 1983 ). In fact , Payne and Web b (1971), in their theoret ical di scussions of
fin whale communi cat ion, note that for a 20 Hz signa l abso rption tosses are
probab ly negligible (assuming spherica l propag ation),
Non-freq uen cy depe ndent losses from sp reading should also be
considered . II we assume a simple spherica l sprea d ing m odel, then
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transmission loss can be simplified as being proportional to r2, where r is the
distance fromthe source. Simply stated, transmission loss fromspreading {Tl-sl
can be equated as (Urick, 1983)
11
TLs '" 10 109 12 [4J
where 11 and 12represents instantaneouspressure measurementsat distances
'1 and'2 respectively. Assuming '1 is the reference measurement. then
equation 4 simplifies to
Tls Ie 10 log ~ ""20 109 '2 [5J
Alternatively . when transmission is limited by parallel upper and lower
boundaries , spread ing losses will be cylindrica l. Und er certain co nditions , low
troquency transmission can be enhanced by boundary layer condillons. The
model presented by Payne and Webb (1971)made useof the so-called SOFAR
cha nnel (see Nort hrop, 1966 ). wh ere sound can be refracted within a deep
water layer without extending to the boundaries of t hat layer . thus rel lection
losses are minimized. In this case , transmission loss due to cyli ndrical
spreading, orTLe. is proportional to the lirst power 01f2 , or
TLs . 10 log r2 [5]
Assum ing a spherical spreading model , one can app roximate the
combined effects of spreadi ng losses and absorption losses (Urick, 1983) by
combining a term for alpha and equation 6;
TL = 20 log r2 + cr [71
A final trans mission loss resu lts from reverberation. Reverberation is the
summed effect of particles scatte ring acoustic energy (Urick, 1983), and can be
divided Into volume (reflections from particles or inhomogeneities In the water
column), bcttcrn (reflections Irom th e seafloor) and surface (reflections Irom the
sea surface) reverberation. The sca ttering strength (5) of a body is defi ned
according to the type 01reve rberatio n It is describing. Simply stated,
lscatS =1010g~ [8j
where lsc at represents the energy rellected from a unit area (in the case of
surface or bottom reverberation) or a uni t volume (in the case 01 volume
reverberation), and line represents the energy in the origina l signal. To a large
exten t. the energy rel lected lc a measu re of the angle formed by the incident ray
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to the normal that lies perpendicular 10 the surface of the body (Rayleigh's law)
(Urick. 1983) .
Reverberation can be considered in some respects 10 be a useful
property of transmission . Sonar systems work on the princ iple of the rel lect ion of
incident energy from a large t, and one might assume any mystic ele
echolocation system (whether in the tradition of an odontocele system, or
something 01 less resolu tion) would rely on such principle s. It has already been
noted that mysticetes vocatize at very low frequencies. long wave lengths (that
is. low freque ncies) are subject to high levels of reverberation, or backs ca tter.
Consequentia lly, low frequency sounds can not by their nature carry as much
orientation information as that of a high frequency signal, although they can
travel much further. They might, under the most ideal cond itions, provide non-
detailed information for general orientation purposes (Kinne, 1975 ). There fore,
low frequencies would be of limited use as orientat iona! cues , although
feasible .
P 3 Ambient noise
The detectabllity of a signal is partially a function of the background noise
prevalent at time 01 transmission and reception 01that signal (Kinsler. & Frey,
1962). Masking - the 'drowning' of quieter sounds by louder ambient nolse . Is
an import ant factor when model~ng p'1rception processes. As masking effects
are most dominant when the frequency of the ambient noise matches that of the
signal being maske.J. one comm on solut ion is to use frequenc ies that are
outside the frequency range of the dominant noise (Kinne , 1975 ). Thus it is
necessary to understand the nature and character of ambient noise.
Ambient noise, in brief, is a backgroUnd level of noise, present acro ss all
freque nc ies (although to varyi ng degre es), that is the result of partic ular
acoustic events (Knudsen, Alford . & Emling, 1948). Sources of noise Include
tidal effects and waves, seismic distu rbances, turbulence . thermal noise.
meteorologica l effects, and in modern times, man-made noise fro m ship trafftc,
etc.. WeOl (1962) suggested that the torm of the ambient noise curve between
the rang es of 1 Hz and 1000 Hz wa s depend ent on several overla pping
functions; a low lrequency spectrum between 1·1 00 Hz (caused by turbulenC9),
a non-wind dependent spectrum between 10·10 00 Hz (caused by shipltraflic
noise), and a wind dependent spectrum between 50 Hz -10 kHz (thought 10 be
produced in part by air bubble cavitation) . Biolog ical influence on this spectra
would only occur In specific areas of biological activity. In a more recent review,
Caruthers (1977) notes that between 1-50 kHz, predominant noise components
include oceanic turbulence (1-10 Hz), shipping (10-200 Hz), and wind, waves,
foam and spray (200 Hz - 50 kHz ). It has also been shown that shallow water
noise is more variable than deep water noise, averaging about 9 dB higher
(Caruthers, 1977).
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The relationship between noise levels and lrequency was first
summarized graphically by Knudsen at at (1948) and later by Wenz (1962).
Despite minor modifications to the ambient noise spectral curve. w ens's (1962)
curve is accepted as the standard (for example. see Tolstoy and Clay. 1966).
Ambient noise character and level has changed significantly in the last
one hundre d years (Payne . & Webb , 1971; Urick, 1983). The adve nt 01eng ine·
powered boats has significantly contributed I:) -otse levels now present in the
ocean (Pay ne, & Webb, 1971). The refore . as Payne and Webb (1971) suggest.
if one wa nts to investigate the mechanics of an acoustical orientation sys tem,
one should consider its long-term development ac ross evolutionary time, while
taki ng into account modem problems of noise. It has been noted that ship traffic
noise might affec t certai n communicatio n channe ls between whale spec ies
(Cla rk, 1990b ; Dalheim , at al., 1984; Dal heim, & Ljungblad, 1990; Johns on,
1i383; Lju ngblad, 1983; Mansfield, 1983) . Thus in calculating the potentials of a
l istening system , one must acknowledge the presence of ambie nt noise and
make appropriate allowa nces for it.
D 4 SQund reception
Seve ral factors are involved in the successfu l reception of a sound signal
(Kinsler, & f rey, 1962 ). Apart from the sound 's production and successful
co nduct ion (allowing for transmission losses and maskin g effects), the re are
also factors that are cha racterist ic to the receiv ing 'array' (the term 'array' should
be interpreted loosely here to mean a receiving system). First, the directivity of
the receiving system should be noted. Second, like in sound product ion, where
signa l energy can be focussed in a beam- like project ion, there may be certain
areas sur roundin g the receiving system that are more senshive to the reception
of sound. Third, given that a receiving system Is located correctly to rece ive a
signal, it should be sensitive to those frequencies and be able to discern them
aga inst backgro und noise.
Direct ivity is a measure of the ability of a receiving system to discr iminate
a sig nal against a background of isotropic noise (Ca ruthe rs, 1977). II is
summ arized by the Directivity Index (0 1), and is measured in dB. It refers to the
maximum array gai n under idea l conditions for a given frequency. and is
controlled largely by the dimens ions of the array. In the case of an organism, 01
is related to the structu re and morphology of the ears and other sound receiving
orga ns. Very little is known about di rectivity in myst icetes.
The ability of mysticetes to perceive frequen cies above the leve ls of
ambient noise is a function 01 the signal -to ·noise ratio, and the ability of the
receiving system to wo rk at that rat io. Wh ile stud ies on noise mask ing have
been performed on human subjects (Hawkins Jr., & Stevens, 1950) , Payne and
We bb (197 1) com ment tha t myst icetes probab ly do not require the same
sens itivity to sounds that humans exhibi t. They note that any acous tic system
developed through the pressures of nat ural select ion wo uld probably have
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been designed within the constraints that masking noise imposes. An example
of this can be seen in Dalheim at al. (1984). Also. in their theoretical
calculations 01lin whale auditory sensitivity, Payne and Webb (19?1) stale that
they "do not leeI inhibited about assuming that fin whales have adequate
sensitivity at 20 Hz".
Directionali ty is largely linked to the structure and morphology of the
sound reception system. Dudek Van Heel's (1962) anatomical review of the
mvsucete hearingapparatus leaves little doubt that baleen whalesare capable
of directional hearing. However, because little cpportunlty has arisen to
experimentally map diroctional 'lobes' of sensitivity systematically around a
whale's head. empirical data is lacking lor rnysncetes. Payne and Webb (1971)
assume that mystlcetes work with an omnidirectional receiver. Current studies
include an attempt 10 surgically insert hydrophones into the ear bones of a
Minke whale head specimen. Sound of known characteristics was then directed
at the head, with the sound source varying its location spatially on a three-
dimensional grid system based around the head (Guigne, Todd, Guzzwell and
lien, unpub. data).
For acoustic crlentational cues 10 be used most effectively, the animal
must have some lorm 01directional or binaural hearing. Kinne (1975) states
-mrecec rerhaarlng is based on (I) th e l ime difference in sound perception by
bolh ears, which depends upon Ihe distance betwee n the periphera l most
sensitive sound receiving areas and the veloc~y of internal sound concluC1ion; (ii)
dillerenllal sound IntensUy; (Iii) differe nces In phase and comp lexity or the
sounds: (iv) cemrat neNOUS Interpretations of sucn onere rces '
Forbes and Smock (1981) note that, for there to be discrimination and spatial
recognition 01 a sound source, one must introduce the concept of Minimum
Audible Angle (MAA). The MAA is deli ned as,
"tho smanest detectable differenc e between the azimuth s 01 two identical
sources 01sound.... the minimal audible angle is the angle joIned al the centre 01
the neao by linas pro[ectlng to two sources of sound wtose posit ions are just
noticeably enerent, when they are sounded in succession" (Mills, 1950)
Discrimination via the MM concept is thought, at low frequencies « 1.4 kHz), to
be the result of phaseltime differences in arrival of the signal at either ear (Mills,
1958). At higher frequencies (> 3 kHz), head shadowing becomes more
effective (Forbes, & Smock, 1981). In the case of mysficete sound production ,
phaseltime dillerences are of greater importance in locating a sound source
(Dudok Van Heel, 1962). Forbes and Smock (1981) also nota that. for
shadowing dille rences to be effective, the head must contai n tissue relative ly
impervious 10 sound. The system becomes far more complex when considering
a multitonal. as opposed to the above monotonat, situation.




